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19 Adar II 5752 

Rabbi Herbert Friedman 
Wexner Heritage Foundation 
551 Madison Ave., 9th Flr 
New York, NY 10022 

Dear Herb: 

How do we begin to express our gratitude, and that of the 
Cabinet Chevra, for the invaluable role you played in the 
success of the recent Young Leadership Cabinets Alumni 
Reunion? Please accept this formal note as one expression 
of our sincere gratitude and esteem. You have been a mentor 
for us and for all Cabinet members at whatever time they 
served. Thank you for making the reunion a priority in your 
hectic schedule . Your presence, and the inspirational 
presentation you delivered, was certainly the highlight of 
the weekend . 

Herb, your presentation on Sunday morning, "Major Goals For 
the Century Ahead," serves to identify many of the 
challenges before the generation of Cabinet alumni and, we 
suggest, may well serve to determine the agenda for our 
alumni program. we are encouraged by the participation at 
the reunion and look forward to your input in future 
activities of the alumni . 

Thank you also for sharing the written 
presentation with us. We are arranging to 
alumni present at the reunion, as well as 
population of alumni. It is an important 
should be shared with others. 

text of your 
send it to the 
to the entire 
document that 

It was a great joy to spend time with you. The opportunity 
brought back cherished memories that have molded our present 
involvement. 

May you go "from strength to strength" in your life's work . . 

~ 
Sincerely, 

Michael A. Pelavin 
YLC Alumni Reunion Co-Chairs 

Anita Gray 
'f JJ.J,J-. ~ 
~..M~~ 

Chairmen 
ANIT.<.GRAY 
MlCHAEL A PELA\llN 

Dlrector of Services 
toComm111Jilies 
S!tAON S, KAMINETSKV 

~ AC: l~A·-'~"Jirw..~~ 
~ ~Avenue, uite 300 I New York, N.Y. 1olfs-1s99 I (212) 818-9100 I Cable UJAPPEAL, New York I Fax (21 2) 818-9509 

ON BEHALF OF UNITED ISRAEL APPEAL D THE AMERICAN JEWISH JOINT DISTRIBUTION COMMITTEE 0 NEW YORK ASSOCIATION FOR NEW AMERICANS 
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ECONOMICS & BUSINESS 

POTASH KNOW-HOW 
GOES EAST 
Neal Sandler 

Dead Sea Works and Eisenberg plan a 
venture in China 
China's remote Chin-lma province, located some 3,000 kilo
meters west of Beijing, will soon become the site of a large Is
raeli investment in China. Israel's Dead Sea Works and the Ei
senberg Group are expected to sign a final agreement soon to 
build a $300-million potash plant at a salt lake with saline con
ditions suprisingly similar to those at the Dead Sea. The new 
plant will supplement the small local potash facility now in use 
at the lake site. 

The secret talks leading to the Dead Sea deal were launched 
forn years ago by Tel Aviv-based international businessman 
Shoul Eisenberg, who has extensive dealings in Ouna, ranging 
from chemical and agricultural projects to power plants and, ac
cording to foreign sources, arms as well egotiations got a ser
ious boost in January, when Israel t1nd China established ctiplo
matic relations. More important, says Dead Sea Works managing 
director Uri Ben-Noon, was Cllina's decision four months ago to 
sharply increase the use of potash as a fertilizer. 

China already imports 2 million tons of potash annually, pri
marily from Canada, making it the world's largest buyer. Ne
vertheless, levels of us.e are still low compared to Western coun
tri.es and Dead Sea officials predict that Olinese potash demand 
will reach 3 million tons before long. 

TI1e Chin-hua plant is expected to produce an annual 800,000 
tons using the energy-efficient "cold crystaUi7..ation" potash
extraction process, developed by Dead Sea Works in the late 70s. 
Initially, the Chinese wanted to purd1ase the know-how, but 
Ben-Noon was adamantly oppcsed to selling it. 'We're the only 
ones v.rith the technology and we have to protect it," he explains. 
Company officials say that Jordan's Arab Potash Company, 
which also produces potash from the Dead Sea, attempted to 
copy the Israeli process but failed. Other major world producers, 
like Canada and Russia, mine their potash, whereas at the De.ad 
Sea the nlineral is recovered through evaporation. 

About half of Dead Sea's annual 2-3 million tons are pro
duced by the crystallization process, which has helped make 
Dead Sea one of Lsrael's most profitable companies. Jn the first 
nine months of 1991 it netted $29 million on sales of $189 
million. 

"When we refused to selJ the technology it became dear to 
botl1 sides that the only way to strike a deal was for Dead Sea 
Works to become a partner," says Ben-Noon. The p lant will be 
DSW' s first production facility outside Israel. The proposal calls 
for Dead Sea a11d the Eisenberg group to share equally a 25 per
cent stake, amounting to an initial Israeli investment of least $25 
million. The Chinese government will hold the remaining 75 
percent Dead Sea perso1mel will be on-site to train and super
vise their Chinese colleagues. 

Ben-Noon plans to go to Olina next month, in the wake of a 
high-level Chinese delegation visit to Israel ;n late January, 
headed by Ban Lian Sheng, the vice minister for chemical 
industries. Dead Sea officials expect the agreement to be fina 
lized within the next .few months. TI1e plant itself will take three 
years to build. 
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Tn the meantime, DSW hopes to supply more of China's in
creasing potash needs. Up to now the company has been only a 
marginal supplier, selling insignificant quantities of tl1e mineral, 
but this is expected to change in 1992. Ben-Noon hopes the deal 
with China will give Dead Sea an important entry into the mar
ket. "OJ1ce fam1ers start using potash they get hooked on it be
cause of its dramatic effect on crop yields," he says. Experts be
lieve that if China had the foreign currency, its potash 
prnchases would skyrocket. 

Dead Sea also has plans to train Chinese farmers in the use of 
potash and intends to send dozens of Israeli agricultural ex
perts Otlna later this year. Company officials predict that China 
could be the company's largest customer by the mid-1990s. 0 

INSTANT INFORMATION 

Efi Landau 

An Israeli engineer bills his business data 
base as revolutionary 

I 

Think fast : Rahlml's data base could yield a $1 .62-million profit 

In the business world, where information is precious and time 
is money, quick access to data is indispensable. A new data 
base about to go on the market from Israel's Direct Contact firm 
aims to capitalize on t11is need. 

The innovative new data base, developed by 35-year-old en
gineer Goel! Rahirni, from Rishon Letzion, will be updated 
every four hours. }twill use fax machlnes to dish outup-to-the
nlinute business infom1ation to subscribers around the world. 

Rahimi's plan is not yet operational But, he reports, it's far 
ahead of parallel efforts under way in other countries, a nd it 
has already generated enthusiasm for its prospects. 

In a pre-investment survey done for the Ministry of Industry 
and Trade, the Industry Development Bank sctid that if the firm 
worked at full capacity during its first year, its profits could be 
l?A-pected to reach $975,000. According to the srnvey, Direct 
Contact had a 50 percent chance of making as much as $1 .62-
million profit. 

Rahimi's revolutionary system has the capacity to gather 
business data and make it available on an almost real-time basis 
to clients around the world. It will relay offers to buy and sell 
merchandise, commodities, properties and assets, as weU as ser
v:ices available on world markets - to points around the globe 
within hours, at low cost. 

Today, the cost of searclling static data bases for business in-



S 
ince the collapse of Luz, 
the world-renowned 
solar-energy company he 
founded and headed, 
Arnold Goldman has 
been studying beginners 

Hebrew. 
But not merely to make life easier for 

himself at the grocery. 
Goldman believe that, as 
scientists increasingly 
understand the world as 
one integrated, or holistic 
system, U1ey might dis
cover in Hebrew - with 
its interconnected words 
based on roots - the 
natural language of 
relationship. 

And so, at age 49, he is 
spending four hours a day 
in ulpan classes, and then 
hours more on homework 
- to prepare for the 
djstant time when he will 
be fluent enough to help 
make Hebrew a creative 
language for science. 

No one has ever ac
cused Arnold Goldman of 
thinking small. 

Over the past 20 years, 
Goldman has had a 
critical role in creating 
two major technologies: 
computers and solar 
energy. ln 1969, at age 26, 
he founded Lexitron, the 
Los Angeles company 
that helped invent the 
word processor and was 
the first to introduce it 
into the office. Then in 
1977 Lexitron was sold for 
some $15 million and 
Goldman moved to Israel 
- to help create what he 
believed would be an 
emerging world scientific 
culture, based on holistic 
principles and centered in 
Jerusalem. 

Goldman had spent 18 
years writing a book about holism (he 
started the book at age 16) which 
included a conception of a holistically 
planned city in harmony with its en
vironment. 

And he intended to found that city in 
Jsrnel. The city of the future, he 
reasoned, would be powered by solar 
energy. And so as a first step, in 1980, 
he created Luz. 

Goldman hoped a community would 
form around Luz and become the 
nucleus of his city. 

That didn't happen, but the 

Jerusalem-based Luz did become the 
world's most successful solar-energy 
company, and one of lsrael's high-tech 
s howcases. By 1990, its nine giant 
fields of rota ting mirrors, tracking the 
sun across the sky, were providing 2 
percent of Southern California Edison's 
power- and 90 percent of the world's 

solar-powered electricity. 
Luz's im1ovative technology man

aged to make solar energy competitive 
with conventiona l energy- or almost 
did. Drastically falling prices for Luz's 
largest competitor, natural gas, un
dercut the appeal of solar energy just 
when Luz was having trouble raising 
ca pital for new projects, in part 
because of the U.S. recession. 

Says Goldman, a father of five, who 
Jives in Jerusalem's French Hill 
neighborhood: "J overestimated the 
impact of the ecology movement. T 

ISRAEL 

thought there would be a real demand 
for clean energy and I was wrong." 

Despite Luz's failu re, Goldman 
hasn't lost his nerve; he still wants to 
help transform the world. He has id eas 
for massive projects in educatioJ1, 
housing, even a theater for the study of 
history whose "actors·· would be 

computer images interact
ing with the auilience. 

What unites Goldman's 
varied ideas is his passion 
for transforming holistic 
theory into concrete pro
jects. For Goldman, a re
ligious Jew, monotheism is 
not merely a theological but 
a scientific principle, an 
exact description of the 
"oneness'' of the universe. 
"The old Jewish wisdom 
knew that 'Adonai chad,' 
God is one, and that His 
creation is one interrelated 
system," Goldman says. 
"We've forgotten how to 
integrate knowledge." 

It is not easy to follow 
Goldman's ideas; at times 
he seems to use a private 
language. fiis lips barely 
move when he speaks, as if 
conceding the futility of 
trying to make himself 
understood. In the middle 
of a conversation, he will 
suddenly shut his eyes 
tightly in almost pained 
concentration, or turn away 
and look off into the dis
tance, seeing something 
that doesn' t yet exist. 

Needless to say, 
Goldman is planning a 
comeback. He will say only 
that 11 is next busjness ven
ture will be in the 
health-care field, and that 
he intends to ··create a 
model of man as an inte
grated system." At the same 
tilne, another Goldman pro
ject, a new battery techno

logy for an electric car, continues to 
develop in a Luz subsidiary company 
that intends to produce a working 
model by the end of the year. Luz's 
nine solar fields in southern California 
are likewise still operative, though not 
under the bankrupt company's own
ership. 

"Israel has a world role to play," says 
Goldman. 

That, after all, was one of the 
motivating factors behind his creation 
of Luz. And not even failure can 
dissuade him from the next vision. :l 
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formation is expensive and time-consuming. Rahimi says his 
system is diHerent. For example, a businessman who wants to 
sell 100 tons of sugar will fax his offer into the nearest Direct 
Contact office, and it will be relayed to the central computer in 
Jerusalem. His cost will be $25. Notice will go by fax to Direct 
Contact clients who have, in advance, expressed interest in this 
kind of offer-at a charge of 10 cents per fax. For another $10, 
the prospective buyer can get additional information on the of
fer. Information passes through the central data base, and to 
clients worldwide, every four hoUIS. 

Rahimi's systan is based on the EDl standard of interna
tional electronic data exchange, which operates via a network 
of fBM 386 computers (and compatibles), each equipped with a 
1,500-megabyte disk, linked to the fax machines of subscribers. 

Rahimi formed Direct Contact with Belgian diamond 
merchant Ya'acov Kahan, who put in $60,000fora12-percent 
share. They intend to establish branches in major commerdaJ 
centers all over the world, by selling franchises for the system. 
Negotiations have been under way with lnterpegro, a Polish 
holding company (30 fimlS in Poland, 16 others worldwide, in
cluding lsrael, and an annual turnover of Sl billion). Rahimi 
says that agreement in principle has been reached with lnterpe
gro head Zbigniew Hryniewicz, who visited Israel in late Jan
uary, to open 15 overseas Direct Contact outlets. 

The data-base idea stemmed from another enterprise devel
oped by Rahimi, who got his start in the IDF communications 
corps. A few years ago Gesher (Bridge), a firm he establisl1ed to 
market high-tech products, began selling a monthJy European 
catalogue of commercial offerings. Says Rahimi: "I saw that was 
no way to close deals. The information was superficial and out 
of date." He spent three years de,•eloping the new system. 

1 ow it is about to become a reality. The central computer in 
Jerusalem was due to be operational in early February, and Di
rect Contract is set to open up a couple of company-owned of
fices in the spring. From there, Rahimi hopes, there's no way to 
go but up. CJ 

ECONOMIC BRIEFING 
LIEN ON ME - A bill to allow 
prospective homeowners to use 
the new property as collateral 
for a mortgage has been intro
duced by Labor MK Shimon 
Shetreet The law as it now 
stands requires mortgage
seekers to provide the bank with 
f.ive guarantors (three for new 
immigrants), who have to pay 
the bank if the borrower de
faults, a situation that occurs ~ 
with alarming frequency. (Esti
mates are that between 1 and 5 
percent of borrowers default on 
their mortgages.) Often the bank 
will put a lien on the salary of Shetreet blames the banks 
the guarantor, who then be-
comes responsible for disposing ol the property and often 
will have to sue the original borrower to recover the sum 
they have laid out. "Israel is the onJy place ill the world 
where this happens," Shetreet claims, pointing out that some 
1.5 million people have signed guarantees. Shetreet blames 

the banks: "lt is much more convenient for them to have five 
people to exploit than one." But the banks blame the Jaw and 
confusion in land registration. "We agree with Prof. Shetreet 
100 percent on the need for change," sald Menachem aveh, 
Bank Tefahot deputy general manager. "In principle, we 
would be happy with mortgaging the property. But only 20 
percent of the homes are registered properly accordfag to 
prevailing land legislation, which would make it very diffi
cult to collect the debt by selling the property. Besides, I raeli 
courts avoid issuing eviction orders." 

BIG BLUE (AND WHITE) 
- Lnternationally, IBM is 
showing signs of weak
ness -1991 sales of $64.8 
billion were down by 6.1 
percent compared with 
1990; but sales by IBM's 
Israel subsidiary, which 
employs 750, rose by 20 
percent last year. (t-:o dol
lar figures were a\'llilable.) 
The multinational giant in
cludes Israel in its "SE
MEA .. unit, comprised of 
Southern Europe, the Mid 
East and Africa. "This unit, 
especially its Israeli and 
Portuguese subsidiaries, 
has had much more suc
cess than IBM-U.S. or Can
ada," says an lsraeli com
pan)' official, explaining 
tJ'at ''the SEMEA countries 
are in a state of gro\vth, 
unlike the North Ameri
can markets, which are 
characterized by stag- IBM, Tel Aviv : Sales are up 
nation." 

Star products in Israel in 1991 were intermediate mini
computers (systems generally used by businesses) like the AS 
400 system, whose sales rose by 30 percent over 1990, and an
oUler product caUed RS/6000, a work-station with a very fast 
(35 million instructions per second) processor, sales of which 
tripled in 1991. 

JORDAN CROSSING - Taking a lead from the peace pro
cess, the International Hotels Association has chosen Jor
dan and Israel to jointly host its annual meeting later this 
month. About 200 representatives of 90 national hotel asso
ciations from all over the world will start their tour on 
February 28, arrivi ng in Amman via Royal Jordanian Air
lines. According to the plan arranged together at a meeting 
last summer between Fakri Twal, general manager of the 
Jordan Hotel Association, and by Moshe Amir, his Israeli 
counterpart, the delegation will spend three days in Am
man, Petra and Jerash; on March 2, they will cross the AJ
lenby Bridge into the West Bank, and spend three days 
touring in Israel. (The Jordanian delegates, although in
vited, are not intending to participate in the Israeli part of 
the program.) "We expect to start dealing with the possibil
ity of tour packages that will include Egypt, Jordan and Is
rael, representing them as the 'cradle of civili2ation,' ·· says 
Amir. 

Ei11at Erez 
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JEWISH WORLD 

'My grandmother, Aile Katz, photographed me the day the Nazis Invaded' 

'Every chlld had a lock In his winter shoes for cross country 
skla' (top); 'My uncle, Avigdor, with his hobby horN' (above) 
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'THERE ARE NO 
There were 3,500 Jews in Ejszyszki, a shtetl south of Vilnius, when 
the azis stormed in on June 23, 1941. At the end of the war, only 
29 had survived. 

One of them was Yaffa Sonenson Eliach. She was four when 
the Nazis arrived in the village, which at the time was in Polish 
territory. A Polish friend hid her family in a cave under a pigsty. 

HDaL Today Ejszyszki (pronounced Ay-shi
shok) is in Lithuania, and not a Jew re
mains among its 12,000 inhabitants. 

Eliach is now a professor of Holocaust 
studies at Brooklyn College. fn 1979, as a 
member of President Carter's Holocaust 
Commission, she vowed to write a book 
that would capture her birthplace's vital
ity and serve as a tribute to the 6,000 
eradicated shtetls of Eastern Europe. 
Since then, she has gathered 8,000 photo
graphs of the village and documented its 

Prof. Yaffe sonenaon history back to the 11th century. 
Ellach today The publication of her book by Little 

Brown, tentatively titled "The Shtetl of 
Ejszyszki," is due to coincide with the 1993 opening of the U.S. 
Holocaust Memorial Museum in Washington, D.C., where 1,500 
photographs from her collection will be on permanent exhibition. 

"The photos, together with the book, represent a slice of Jewish 
life where Marc Chagall and Sholem Aleichem left off," Eliach 
said. She was in Jerusalem to attend a gathering of the Amit Wo
men' s organization, which had helped her after the war. 

'The shtetl entered the 20th century, and the horse and buggy 
gave way to cars. The shtetl teemed with political life- including 
active Zionist dubs- as well as commerce and the study of He
brew. There were no more goats on the rooftops." 

Sara M. Averick 
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JEWS ST A YING BEHIND IN FORMER USSR 
WANT HELP IN REBUILDING JEWISH LIFE 
By Larry Yudelsoa 

NEW YORK., Feb. 10 (JTA) -· American 
Jewry has been generous in assisting the emigra
tion of Jews from the former Soviet Union, but it 
should do more to support those who wish to 
stay, Jewish activists there believe. 

"The JO percent who make aliyah get hair a 
billion dollars, while the 90 percent who don't get 
nothing,'' Michael Chlcnov complained in a recent 
interview. 

Chlcnov is co-president, with Yosef Zisels, 
of the Vaad, the Confederation of Jewish Or
ganizations and Communities of the former Soviet 
Union. 

While thousands of Jews arc streaming out 
of the newly independent republics each month, 
tens of thousands have postponed their departures 
and many others have no plans to leave. 

Those who have decided to stay arc appar
ently convinced that the threat of anti-Semitism 
is either not imminent or manageable. One mem
ber of the Vaad recently compared that threat to 
the intifada in Israel. 

" It's like an allergy you can live with for a 
long, long time," Evgcny Satanovsky said in a 
separate interview. 

In fact, the problem of a nti-Semitism is only 
in third place on the Vaad's list of priorities. 

Like Chlenov, Satanovsky feels that aliyah is 
not the only alternative for Jews in the Soviet 
successor states. Both believe it is possible to 
resuscitate Jewish life after 70 yea rs of Com
munist suppression. 

While many American Jewish organizations 
have set up operations in the former Soviet 
republics to promote Jewish culture, activists like 
Chlcnov and Satanovsky feel American Jews 
should support existing indigenous groups. 

Population Estimates Keep Grow!pg 
Satanovsky, a longtime Jewish cultural 

activist and a successf ul Moscow businessman, 
wears several organizational hats. 

Among them, he directs the Ariel Jewish 
Information Center. Founded as a samizdat, or 
underground, publishing house, Ariel last year 
printed 200,000 copies of J 0 different titles on 
such subjects as Jewish ethnology, history, cook
ing and folk talcs. It is a money-losing venture, 
Satanovsky said. 

"If you bring to the Soviet Union now 
science fiction, there is a profit. You bring 
Jewish stories -· all right," he said with a shrug. 

The finely printed folk talcs arc jarring to 
an American eye, featuring illustrations of hook
nosed, bearded Jews that echo of anti-Semitism. 

But Satanovsky cautioned that imported 
Jewish material, written in the West and trans
lated into Russian, is similarly inappropriate in 
the East. 

The Jews of the former Soviet Union, he 
said, "are really Jews of one country, and very 
seriously changed from the Jews of other coun
tries in their mentalities and their life situa
tions." 

Just how many Jews of the former Soviet 
Union are taking part in the now above-ground 
Jewish culture is uncertain •· as is, for that 
matter, the number of Jews there altogether. 

Even after 700,000 Jews have left the coun
try, most in the past four years, population 

estimates continue to rise. Jews are coming out of 
the woodwork, say leaders of the Vaad. 

.. According to the Jewish Agency, 200 per
cent of the Jews in Baku have applied to leave. 
That means the official number of Jews is not 
correct,'' said Chlenov, an ethnographer. 

He estimates the number of Jews involved in 
Jewish life is in the hundreds of thousands. 

"The democratic movements that are taking 
place now arc bringing to active Jewish life more 
and more participants," he said. 

A Shift To The Commualtlts 
Satanovsky explained that with the demise of 

central government, services such as education 
and security arc being taken over by communities. 

"You must be a member of a community for 
a normal life, for the life of your children,'' he 
said. " You must have help from somebody for 
your life. For Jews, this makes them build com
munities." 

Chlcnov said about 80 percent of Jewish 
organizations in the states of the former Soviet 
Union arc under the Vaad's umbrella. The excep
tions are the Union of Synagogues and extremist 
groups such as the Communist Party-sponsored All 
Union Organization of Jewish Soviet Culture, on 
one end of the spectrum, and the pro-aliyah Irgun 
Zioni, on the other. 

The Chabad movement of Lubavitchcr Hasi
dim, which maintained an underground network 
during the decades of Soviet oppression and has 
since stepped up its activities, takes a mixed view 
toward the Vaad: Some Lubavitch groups and 
rabbis affiliate, while others do not. One Luba
vitch rabbi sits on the Vaad's internal court. 

The biggest controversy over Vaad member
ship comes from the non-Russian republics, where 
there is fear that affiliation with an organization 
whose reach corresponds to that of the hated 
Soviet empire will offend local sensitivities. 

One response has been the formation of 
Jewish communal structures on the republic level 
in the Ukraine a nd the Baltic states. This inter
mediate layer, Chlcnov hopes, will insulate the 
Vaad from nationalist criticism. 

There has been concern that nationalist 
sentiment will strengthen as food shortages 
worsen, and that the resulting demonstrations will 
turn ugly, with anti-Jewish overtones. 

Concern About A Mob Uprlslpg 
But Chlenov said he was not worried about 

this. "The whole of last year we also had short
ages, and I wouldn't say anti-Semitism has grown 
immensely over the past year,'' he said. 

More worrisome for him arc right-wing 
political forces, but he secs the main danger as 
"simply a blind uprising of the mob." And even 
that, he said, is "a possibility, not a probability." 

He also dismisses, at least for now, the 
danger of a radical Islamic takeover in the Cen
tral Asian republics. 

"The governments, at least on the level of 
formal declarations, have been quite friendly to 
Jews,'' he said, "though we've been told in Uz
bekistan that our relations are so good because 
we're leaving." 

So far, Azerbaijan, which has joined the 
worldwjde Islamic Conference, has not yet 
changed its attitude toward the Jewish community 
and Israel. "But we can expect it," said Chlcnov. 

Zisels said that in his native Ukraine, both 
the government and the democratic opposition 
have good relations with the Jewish community. 
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MENGELE FILE IN ARGENTINA SHOWS 
AUTHORITIES KNEW HIS WHEREABOUTS 
By Tom Tueend 

LOS ANGELES, Feb. I 0 (JT A) -- The trail of 
German war criminal Josef Mengele, the sadistic 
Auschwitz death camp doctor, was familiar to 
government officials and police in South America 
and former West Germany during the decades 
after World War II, when bis whereabouts seemed 
a dark mystery and many doubted be was alive. 

That is clear from documents Argentina has 
handed over to the Los Angeles-based Simon 
Wiescnthal Center for study and analysis. 

They are part of Argentina's war-criminal 
f iles personally unscaled by President Carlos 
Menem at a ceremony in Buenos Aires on Feb. 3. 

Mengcle entered Argentina as an "Italian" 
on a Red Cross passport in 1949 and apparently 
fe lt sec ure enough in 1956 to go to the German 
Embassy in Buenos Aires and identify himself by 
his correct name. 

At th is point, bo th the German and Argen
tine authorities knew beyond doubt where Mcngcle 
lived and could be found. 

His sense of security lasted until 1959 when 
Mengcle lef t his second wife, Martha, in Buenos 
Aires and made tracks for Paraguay. 

On Nov. 18, 1959, the Argentine police asked 
their Paraguayan counterparts for the identifica
tion number issued to Mcngelc. The Paraguayan 
police furnished the information. 

It appears that by Nov. 18, if not before, 
Mcngcle changed his residence from Argentina to 
Pa ra guay, said Rabbi Marvi n Hier, dean of the 
Wiesenthal Center, wh" is stud ying the riles of 
suspected Nazi war criminals released by Menem. 

The date, which precedes the first publica
t ion of Mengcle's whereabouts by only a few 
days, is of some importance in the acrimonious 
debate between former Mossad chief lsscr Harel 
and Naz i-hunter Simon Wicscnthal. 

Harel, who led the 10-me mbcr lsracli team 
that captured Adolf Eichmann in Buenos Aires in 
May 1960, angrily contested Wicsenthal's long
sta nding claim that he had furnished the leads 
that led to the success of Ha rcl's mission. 

Was Mengele Tioped Off? 
Not only was Wicscnthal's 

worthless, Ha rcl insisted, but the 
Nazi hunter had in effect signaled 
his whereabouts were known. 

information 
Vienna-based 
Mcngele that 

As a result, Mcngclc left Argentina for 
Paragua y two weeks before the capture of Eich
mann and thereby eluded the Israeli team, Harel 
wrote Jast year in a 278-page private manuscript 
obtained by the Jerusalem Post. 

But if the information in the Argentine 
documents is correct, Mengcle apparently fled to 
Paraguay at least six months before the Israelis 
went into action in Buenos Aires. 

Who tipped him off? There is no certain 
answer, but Hier speculates that clues can be 
found in two books on Mengele: "The Last Nazi" 
by Gerald Astor and "Mcngclc: the Complete 
Story" by Gerald Posner and John Ware. 

In the 1950s, Menge le di vorccd his first 
wife, Irene. She returned to Germany where she 
stated, in a deposition, that her ex-husband's 
domicile was in Argentina. 

The information was obtained by Hermann 
Langbein either independently or with Wiesen
thal's help. Langbein was an Auschwitz inmate, 
originally from Vienna, who worked as a clerk in 

Mcngcle's office and compiled a dossier on bis 
boss' activities. 

Langbein spent months pressing German 
authorities to indict Mengele. On June 7, 1959, 
the Lower Court of Freiburg issued an order for 
his arrest and the information was sent on to the 
Germany Embassy in Argentina. 

Hier guess is that someone at the German 
Embassy tipped Mengclc off. 

An international team of forensic exper ts 
found in 1985 that the body of a man drowned in 
a swimming accident in 1979 was Mengclc's. 

ARAFAT TO ADDRESS U.N. PANEL, 
DESPITE DISMAY OF U.S, ISRAEL 
By Tamar Levy 

GENEVA, Feb. JO (JTA) -- The U.N. Human 
Rights Commission announced Monday that Pales
tine Liberation Organization Chairman Yasir 
Arafat would address its annual session now in 
progress here. 

h will be the fi rst time since the Persian 
Gulf War, when Arafat sided with Iraq, that the 
PLO chief will address the 53-mcmbcr commission 
from the podium, an honor reserved for heads of 
stare. H is last appearance here was in 1988. 

The announcement followed an address to 
the comm1ss1on by U.S. Vice President Dan 
Quayle, who del ivered a sharp attack on the 
commission's admission of countries that "arc 
themselves gross v iolators of human rights." 

He singled out Iraq, Iran and Cuba. 
American diplomats are clearly unhappy over 

the invitation to Arafa t, although Quayle himself 
offered no cr itic ism. " We will be interested to 
hear what he has to sa y on terrorism and we 
hope he will reject it," the vice president told a 
news conference. 

In the course of his speech, Quayle observed 
that "a month after the U.N. General Assembly 
redeemed its cred ibility by repealing overwhelm
ingly the so-called 'Zionism-is-racism' resolution, 
we can speak of moral suasion and the growing 
weight of world opinion." 

The Iraqi and C uban delegates walked out of 
the hall before Quayle spoke, apparently aware 
their countries would be attacked. But Iran, one 
of the countr ies assa iled as the antithesis of 
human rights pract ices, remained seated. Its chief 
delegate, Cyrus Nasseri, was just elected chairman 
of the commission. 

Daniel Lack, representative of the World 
Jewish Congress, which bas non-governmental
organization status on the commission, addressed 
the world body las t Friday. 

He warned of nationalist extremism, religious 
prejudice and growing intolerance in Europe and 
other parts of the world subject to political, 
economic or social upheavals. 

Lack was particularly disturbed by emergent 
anti-Semitism in the republics of the former 
Soviet Union. One especially alarming phenomenon 
is the spread of anti-Semitic hatred by extremist, 
nationalist and Jtcnophobic groups of which more 
than 100 have sprung up in Russia alone, he said. 

Lack also spoke of the plight of the Syrian 
Jewish community in Damascus, Aleppo and 
Kamishli, confirming to the commission that Jews 
are not permitted to emigrate from Syria and are 
allowed to travel abroad for only short periods. 

The practice is a blatant violation of Syria's 
obligations under Article 12 of the Convention on 
Civil and Political Rights, which grants everyone 
the right to emigrate, Lack said. 
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Be happy 
Hirsh Goodman 

'Why be happy? Worry!" says a best-selling lsraeli T-shirt. one out of three Jews in the world live in lsraeJ. If aliyah pro-
The slogan could be our national anthem. o matter how jections are right, it will be one out of two by the middle of 

good things are we only tend to see the bad side of things - this decade. 
the glass half-empty. At the geostrategic level as well, things have never been 

After years of drought and the Kinneret fast reaching the better. lraq, though alive, is hardly kicking. Saddam Hussein 
danger leveJ, we are blessed with the heaviest rains in over 40 is intent on personal survh•al, not regional mischief. His abili-
years. Not good enough, head of the country's water service ty to go to war at present is zero. The Jordanians would sign 
complains to a drenched nation over the radio. a peace agreement at the d rop of a hat. One out 
Unemployment is down for the first time in ,.,..l I .,.J of three Jordanians is living below the poverty 
months, but don't rejoice, the labor minister / hie J/l;t /OtJ/'ll; line. They need water and open bridges. They 
warns us, the improvement is only seasonal and need to employ the 350,000 Palestinians who 
wfe1~a~ expedct di~sterbdown1 th

0
e

1
road. The cosht- € · [i q j_ j• ha'f'.e dbeenf fo~ced to flee the

1
Gulf a.nd they n

1
eed 

o - 1vmg m ex nses y on y . per cent, t e to m a ore1gn currency a ternahve to rep ace 
lowest monthly increase in 20 years, but inflation is around the remittances no longer coming in. The key to all this is re--
the corner, economists warn us. There are 16,000 unsold gional peace that includes the Palestinians, coupled with eco-
homes in Israel. but we are told by the experts that we have a nomic development in the territories that will keep the 1.8 
housing crisis, and the traffic jams that have started plaguing million Palestinians of the West Bank and Gaza Strip there 
this country are because of bad mtrastructure, not the fact and out of Jordan. 
that never before have there been so many cars on our roads, We could go through Svria. Egypt, the Palestinians and 
due to unprecedented prosperity. explain in detail why, from Jsrael' s point of view, there is 

We hear nothing but complaint:. and portents of disaster reason for optimism and for a real settlement. Talks are un-
from all and sundry. There is rarely a good word for anyone der way and so far so good. It ts perfectly natural for any 
or anything. Newscasters are permanently dour. Talk-show embryonic proces~ to have its hitches, and better the basic 
hosts make a point of finding a cloud in every sih·er lining principles of negotiation be clarified before issues of princi-
and our politicians constantly harp on what is wrong, never pie are at stake. More bilateral talks are planned. Regional 
what is right; instead of showing leadership and radiating issues are up for discussion. These are good times punc-
optimism, they come across like prophets of doom with tuated by moments of concern, not bad times worthy of 
fingers of blame pointed in every dfrection except their O\o\'ll. nothing but constant national self-flagellation. Even funda-

No one ever stands up with some good news, some sense mentalist Shi'ites suffice with giving themselves one good 
of pride in the fact that Israel, as we have noted before, has beating a year. 
won. The aliyah we dreamed about is coming in. The Arabs True, ,..,.e could bemoan the actions of those trying to derail 
we have always wanted to talk directly with are at the nego- this process and wallow in self-pity that our prime and foreign 
tiating table on our terms. In- ministers do not speak, that 
terest rates have been brought our housing and finance mini-
down, there has been almost sters are at odds. that the edu-
zero inflation for two months. cation and labor ministers are 
We have the highest per capita at each other's throats. And 
college-educated work force true, we could point to the 
in the world. The Labor Party horrible ineptitude of our bur-
is due to hold primaries and eaucracy. the uncompetitive-
support for change in the elec- ness of our banking system, 
toral system is growmg, even the dangers of the new health 
if the old guard manages to plan and gross mismanage-
derail it when it comes before ment of the wave of aliyah. 
the Knesset for a vote in the True, all true. As mv 
coming weeks. Soviet aliyah friend Ya'acov Kirschen likes 
has re-duced the influence of to say: lf there was another 
the ultra-Orthodox non- Jewish country, I'd probably 
Zionist element in Israeli poli- move there tomorrow. ln the 
tics as " reH as the importance meantime, this is all we've 
of the Arab vote - in fact al- got. It is far from perfe-ct. but 
most negated it: ew Soviet relative to what is going on 
immigrants account for 8 per in other parts of this world, 
cent of the vote, Israeli Arabs we have a lot to be thankful 
nine. Whereas only 6 per cent for. Being Jewish, l can' t tell 
of the world's remaining 11 you not to worry. But for 
million Jews lived here on God's sake, be just a little bit 
May 15, 1948, today almost happy as well. ....J 
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FOCUS 

Soviet Jews lllTiving in Israel present a challenge on many levels. Here, a tlrrnSlal at Ben-Gurion Airport 111 Tel Avw is 
choked wilh blggage broug1t in dunng a few hours. 

Between a vision and a nightmare 
By ABRAHAM RABINOVICH 

T ELAVJV-Unliketheirpredecessorswhoshapedthe 
counu),.> niap 40 years ago, Israeli planner. uying to 
determine today how to accommodate a million immi

grants in five years wi U not get lO point at nn arid plain or rocky 
hill and declaim, " Here shall rise a city." 

The problems confronting planner Rafi Lerman in his Tel 
Aviv office as his team work.son Israel 's most~ 
national plan since 1951 are of the same heroic proportions as 
!hose dealt with by Israel 's first regional planners. However, 
those men had a territorial tabula rasa and a compliant Easrem 
immigrant population with which 10 sketch their vision of an 
ideally planned counay with a caJCfully suucturcd hierarchy 
of rural and urban se1tlemen1S. 

.. Our nightmare," says Lerman. •' is 1ha1 the Russians may 
not want 10 sray in Beersheva and other places on the periphery 
where houses are being built for them and nood the center of 
thecounay, where there would nor be housing available. "The 
ultimate nightmare is that the jobs necessary lo supp0tt this 
immigrant population economically and psychologically will 
not be forthcoming. 

Lennan 's firm, guided by an imenninistcrial sieering com
minec, is preparing for the National Planning Council an am
bitious outline plan for the absorption of the curTetll mass im
migration in five years. The planners sec thecounay's current 
popularion of 4.8 million growing in this period by J .6million. 
of whom 1.2 million would be immigran!S and the rest natural 
grow!)1. 

• 
Unlike previous plans for population dispersal. the new 

plan deals not only with wile.re the population would be 
housed bul with the nitty-gritty of job creation as well. lt also 
outlines a far-reaching renewal of the nation's badly lagging 
infrastructure. particularly transporulrion. 

"Israel is expecting a population increase of more lhan 30 
percent in five years," says Lerman. "This isn' t ordinary 
growlh, an expansion of what has gone before. This is skip
ping a cla~s." 

Given the educational qualifications of1he new immigran!S 
and the reshaping of the Israeli economy along more techno
logical and competitive lines, this sudden population spun can 
spin Israel into a new economic orbit if things workout If they 
don't - and this is panly dependent on in1ema1ional eco
nomic and political factors - the return 10 eanh will be sharp 
and painful. 

The impact of immigration on lhe job market is even greater 
than its impact on ovcrall population figures. notes Lerman. 
Because of the relatively small number of children among the 
Russian immigran1S. the proponion of those seeking jobs is 
very high. close to 50 percent. In Israel today, there are some 
1.5 million jobs and an unemployment rate of about 10 per-

cent. In five years. there will be an a.dditional 600.000-
750.000 job-seekers on the mari:et. half as many again as there 
are tocby. A challe:ige of thC$C proportions would be stupen
dous even for a major economjc power. 

Compounding the problem, notes l..ermwl. is lhe fact thlll 
lhe immigration tide caught the c:ounay tlS it was floundering 
through a restruavring of its economy. Instead of the mkeoff 
those changes had been expeded to e:igendcr. there wns stag
nation. 

Under the plan presently being drafted - ib conceptU11l 
stage was appro•ed recently by the National Planning Council 
- there wou kl be a three-phase appro;tCh to the po-oblcm. lni-

This sudden population spurt 
can spin Israel into a new 
economic orbit if all works out. 

tially,jobs for the immigrants will have to be gcnciatcd in the 
center of the country on the basiJ of existing capital: plants 
would Illy on ex:trn shifts. 

In rwo or three yevs, this capital would be augmcnrcd by 
production of new Jines. development of new mari:ets. addi
tion of new wings. 

The plnnners are extremely uneasy about !his reliance on 
the existing employment base in the crowded center of the 
counay and put their emphasis on the third phase. which en
visions the large-seale development of employment in the 
Negev and Galilee. "This will take five or six years. bu1 in
vestments must begin now." says Lerman. 

Population dispersal away from the coastal plain has always 
been lhe major nag flown by national planners in Israel. To
day's planners want it. too, but for different reasons. "In the 
pas!, the idea was that settlement would determine the borders 
of the counay." says Lennan. 

• 
'The problem today isn't geo-political. We 're not in danger 

of losing the Negev. The problem is that thecenterofthecoun
ay is becoming packed. Jt is no pleasure. believe me. planning 
another Hong Kong." If present trends continue. it would lake 
commuters from Kfar Sava-a town adjoining Ra'anana -
more than three hours to drive lo downtown Tel Aviv during 
rush hour by 1995. according 10 one projection. 

The government will have to make massive effons if it 
wishes to offset the natural magnetismofthecenierby making 
the periphery att:ractive enough 10 hold an ambitious. up
wardly mobile population. Panicularly problematic is the 
Negev, which has seen an unnerving oulflow of population 
during the past decade. "A feeling developed there that only 
the unsuccessful remained behind," says Lerman. Galilee. be-

cause of its iruwe attnc1Jvcness and proximity to Haifa. is less 
of a problem. 

II will be imperative for the government 10 ini1ially curb 
housiJ16 ouU11ys by building smaller apamnen1s. says unru111, 
in order to direct sufficient funds into a new national infra
suuc1ure to include roads. communications. sewage plants. 
"TIIC aver:>gc s i-zic of aparuncn!S being built in the country 
before the aliyah "'llS 450 square feet." 

Even1U111ly rel:uivcJy cheap and ample housing on the pc· 
riphery will be one of its major attractions. 

Al lhc end of the five-year plan, the population of G:ililee 
and the Negev wiU have increased by 3 percent vis-a-vis the 
center. nccording to Dina Rashevsky of the Interior Ministry. 
who heads the steering comminee overseeing Lennan 's team. 
This is a substantial increase. given the powerful auraaioi;i of 
the coostal plain . 

Becrsheva is a major focus of the new plan. lls population. 
of 120.000 would more than double, and a passenger rail line 
10 Tel Aviv. expected to begin operations within two years, 
will open the possibility of a 50-minule commute until new 
employment opponunities become available in the Beersheva 
district itself. 

Govemmeru inccnlivcs. a new infrasrructure and a skilled 
population will hopefully draw f111I1S to the area. ii is the plan
nen' hope lhal government and corporate branch offices will 
also be opened in the city 10 lend weight 10 i!S role as capital 
of the Negev. " Bccrsheva will be the founh metropolitan area 
in the country.•• says Lerman. 

• 
Unlike the 1950s. when a score of devclopmem 1owns and 

hundreds of agricultural senlemen!S were established in the 
counay. the new plan envisions few new communities. The 
major one will be: the city of Modi'in. between Jerusalem and 
Tel Aviv, whi<lh will a<:c:ommoda1eclose10 250,000 residen!S. 
In Central Galilee. a town is planned at Zippori. and one is 
being eyed for Western Galilee near Nahariya. 1lle planners 
are also incorporating onto their map- ··without nny great 
enthusiasm." says Lerman - Housing Minister Ariel 
Sharon's plan for a string of settlernen!S along the former 
Green Line in the center of the country. east ofTcl Aviv. 

The planners intend 10 encourage agricultural activity, par
ticularly in the cemer of the counay, as a means of prese1"ing 
open space. Toward the same end they will discourage funher 
suburban sprawl in lhe c:cmer in favor of more compac1 urban 
growth 1ha1 would lean on public transpon rather lhan the car. 
.. We don '1 want Los Angelization of the coastal strip," eit
plains Lerman. 

Steering a tenuous course between Los Angeles and Hong 
Kong. between the dcsen and the sea. between vision and 
nightmare, the planners seem to think there is a reasonable 
chance !hat they will actually make it 

The Jerusalem Post &rvU:e 
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March 22, 1992 

Rabbi Herbert Friedman 

President 

Wexner Heritage Foundation 

551 Madison Avenue 

New York, NY 10022 

Dear Herb: 

SCHINDLER 
6400 N. Elmtree Road 

Milwaukee, WI 53217 

For your information, I am enclosing a copy of my presentation that opened the UJA 

Young Leadership Washington Conference last week. Suffice it to say that what I learned in 

the Wexner program had an enormous impact on the content of my talk. After hearing me 

practice it for the first time, Gayle's only comment was "Les certainly got his money's worth 

out of you." I hope that's the case. 

The Conference was a tremendous success - you would have been proud of the 

Cabinet. I understand that you spoke to the alumnae at their retreat. Both Gayle and I were 

sorry that we didn't get a chance to see you in Washington, but everyone was quite busy. 

We are expecting our first child just before Rosh Hashanah - we're very excited 

about the idea of a little person around the hou!:e. Hope you are well. When I'm in New 

York next on business, I'll drop by the office to say hello. 

Best Wishes, 

. Schindler 



Our World at a Turning Point 

Over the past 24 months, since the last Washington Conference, we have witnessed 

unprecedented examples of our world at a turning point. If I had stood before you at 

Washington 7 and suggested that over the next 2 years 

• the Soviet Union would self-destruct 

• fledgling democracies would ernerge throughout Eastern Eurcpe 

-
• and that the Berlin wall would crumble and a unified Germany would rise from the 

rubble 

If I had said that 

• more than 400,000 Jews from the former Soviet Union would emigrate to Israel 

• the people of Israel would reach out to rescue an ancient remnant of our people 

isolated in a far-off land 

If I had suggested to this group that 

• the United States would go to war against a madman in the Persian Gulf and both 

win and loose that war 

• that during that war the State of Israel would demonstrate unprecedented restraint as 

it's population centers were bombarded by Iraqi Scuds 

• and that after that war, Israel would participate in Middle East Peace talks with 

representatives of Palestinian Arabs and Arab governments 

Joel M. Schindler - Washington 8, March 1992 
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If I had warned that 

• a neo-Nazi would make a serious run for the Statehouse of a southern state 

• a sitting U.S. President would question the right of American Jews to express their 

constitutionally guaranteed freedoms 

If I had declared that 

• a renaissance in Jewish life would lead to an unprecedented increase in Jewish day 

school enrollment, and 

• our community, the American Jewish community, would be headed on a course of 

self-destruction through assimilation and intermarriage 

If I had said all of these things to you two years ago, each of you would have believed that I 

should be straight-jacketed and carted off to the nearest asylum 

Yet this list of events, which is by no means exhaustive, is not mere delusion or fantasy, 

but historical fact. It demonstrates both the magnitude and the pace at which our world is 

changing. And we, the young leadership of the American Jewish community, must 

recognize that historical events of such proportion will have, already have had, enormous 

ramifications for the Jewish world. 

All peoples have their own unique history. The Italians, the French, the Poles, the 

Greeks - all look back on their history with appropriate pride and satisfaction. But we Jews 

are different. For us, history carries special meaning - we view history through different 

Joel M. SchindJ.er - Washington 8, March 1992 
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colored spectacles. When we Jews look at history, we see our future. Our look back at 

yesterday is our window to tomorrow. Perhaps more than any other people, we learn 

profound lessons from our past that help us shape the vision of our future. 

What, then, does the history of these last 2 amazing years teach us about where we as 

Jews will go as we move forward into the next millennia? We do not have the luxury of 

time to offer us perspective - if we do not confront the events of our time, we will be 

overtaken by them. As we review the past 24 months, what do we see for tomorrow? I 

would like to share with you some examples of how we as Jews, in reading about our 

yesterdays, can learn to face the challenges of our world at a turning point. 

On Wednesday evening of this week, we celebrate the festival of Purim. It is a joyous 

event - a celebration of good over evil , life over death. It is a diaspora holiday - a tale based 

not in the land of Israel, but in the Galut. As I look out over all of you, I am quite certain 

that in the glory days of your Hebrew school educations, many of you were dressed in Purim 

costumes of Queen Esther, or Mordechai , or King Achasverous. The story of that event, the 

Purim Megillah, is part of the canon of our Jewish law. Our rabbis believed that the story 

told in this Megillah was important - its message timeless. They were right. The Haman of 

ancient Persia has reappeared time and again throughout history to threaten us. As we today 

face the challenges of our world at a turning point, the lessons of Purim still ring true. 

Whether Haman is called Sadam Hussein, or David Duke, or Patrick Buchanan, we must 

Joel M. Schindler - Washington 8, March 1992 
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learn from our own historical experience what to expect, what to understand, and how to 

respond. By learning from our history, we can influence our future. 

For the Jews of ancient Israel, the year 70 AD certainly signified the world at a turning 

point. The destruction of the second Temple and the dispersion of the Jews from their 

ancestral homeland could have meant an end to G-d 's chosen people. Yet we survived. 

Through the brilliant vision of Yochanan ben z.acchai and his followers, Rabbinic Judaism 

sustained the Hebrew nation. 

After the destruction of the Temple, the home became the center of Jewish life. The 

family dinner replaced the priestly sacrifice; the dinner table became the holy alter. 

Individual prayer took the place of priestly ritual as a means of communicating with G-d. 

As we struggle to define and redefine our own Jewish identity, both as individuals and as 

a community, the outcome could be no less dramatic. The threat of assimilation is today as 

great a threat to the future of the American Jewish community as Imperial Rome was to the 

future of the ancient Hebrews over 1900 years ago. Our response can be no less 

revolutionary. 

The answers must be new, creative approaches to how we practice Judaism, how we 

interact among ourselves, and how we interact with our neighbors. We must again learn 

Joel M. Schindler - Washingwn 8, March 1992 
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from our own historical experience what to expect, what to understand, and how to respond. 

By learning form our history, we can influence our future. 

Finally, let me touch upon the event that is central to who we are as a nation - the 

Exodus from Eqypt. It is the orienting event of who we are as a people - it signifies our 

birth as a nation. And like all birth, there is pain. The birth of a nation is a dramatic and 

dynamic process, no less organic than the birth of a child. And a nation, like a child, must 

develop and mature. 

When the Hebrew nation emerged from slavery to freedom, it felt that pain. As the 

republics of the former Soviet Union or the countries of Eastern Europe emerge from their 

own slavery, they too will feel pain. They will need time to develop and mature. They will 

falter and stumble. Some will pick themselves up and proceed, others may not. 

As we in the Jewish world participate in our second Exodus, an Exodus of equally 

biblical proportion, we must not forget that following the original Exodus, the Hebrew nation 

wandered for 40 years trying to find its way. The transformation from slavery to freedom 

could not happen overnight then, and it will not happen overnight now. 

And our brothers and sisters in Israel can not do it alone. A nation just 43 years young 

is but an adolescent among nations, and we all know how painful and confusing adolescence 

Joel M. Schindler - Washington 8, March 1992 
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can be. The lessons of our first Exodus remain the same. The wanderings of the Hebrew 

nation in the wilderness for 40 years was no less painful than the present Exodus in which 

we all participate. Nation building is a difficult and painful process. Today, we must again 

learn from our own historical experience what to expect, what to understand, and how to 

respond. By learning from our history, we can influence our future. 

As I look out over all of you, I see the young leadership of the American Jewish 

community, the first post-holocaust generation to not know the world without a State of 

Israel, confused about who we are. We are more open publicly about our Jewishness but 

less knowle.dgea.ble privately about our texts, our rituals, and our traditions. A Washington 

Conference could not have happened 50 years ago, but no Jewish child went without some 

substantive Jewish education. Yet I am convinced that sitting among us is the Queen Esther, 

the Mordechai, the Yochanan ben Zacchai, perhaps even the Moses, of our generation. Who 

among us will step forward and confront the challenges that face us with our world at a 

turning point? Each of us must learn from our historical experience. By learning from our 

history, we, each and every one of us, can influence, must influence our future to ensure the 

survival of the Jewish people. 

Joel M. Schindler - Washington 8, March 1992 
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Welcome: 

Keynott Address: 

Joel Tauber. 
Niino11al Cltainu11-~g1111tt, 
U11irtd Jnvislt Appeal 

Sh0$hana Cardin. Clta/nu11 
Co11ftrt11u of PrtSi1k111S of MAjor 
A1Htrico11 }nvislt Otg1111iu1io11s 
Nllcltslto11 AMlrds 

3:30 - s:00 pm CONCURRENT FORUMS 

L INSIDE TifE KNESSET: MEMBERS SPEAK OUT 
Oefttnon East) 

Elections are scheduled for June in Israel. and it is 
possible that the political makeup of the Knesset 
will change. Meanwhile, lsratl faces serious 
political. social. economic, domestic and foreign 
policy challenges. Leading members of the Knesset 
speak out on these is.sues. and on the topic of 
deaoral reform. 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

M.K. Avrum Burg. Labor parry 
M.K. Chaim Ramon, LAbor parry 
M.K. Reuven Rivlin. lJ/rud parry 

(COPY TO COME) 

2 TifE ISRAELI ECONOMY: 
THE CHAillNGE FOR CHANGE 
(Cabinet) 

The Israeli economy will determine whether or 
nor Israel successfully absorbs hundreds of 
thou5ands of olim. Thoueh in transition now. the 
economy sands poised for possibk enonnous 
erowtft based on a sophisticaced and highly mined 
labor force. What background has shaped the 
economy. what is its oudoolc for the future. and 
what changes must be made to allow fur its 
success? 

PaneJists: 

Moderator: 

Howard Cohen, 
&tcwn~ Dirtctor, Optrorio11 l111lqt11dt11u 
Amnon Neubach, 
Ml11rs1<r for EcolfOHllC A/lairs, Srort of lsr11tl 
Meir Dayan. 
lsriu/1 bwsi11ru1Ha11, lsratli Fonclfl 

Roger Hoffman, 
Bergen County, New Jersey 
Yow11g Uadmltip Cobi11tt 

3. THE CHAli.ENGE OF INTIRMARR1AGE 
(Thoroueh bred) 

Today more than SO'lb of Jews in America are 
manying non-Jews, and the trend appears to be on 
the increase. What is the meaninr of this dynamic 
for the future of the Jewish community, and what 
should the communaJ response be? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Rabbi Stephen F~r. 
Sncior Rabbi, Co11pprio11 E1HA1111tl Dt11vtr 
Professor Egon Mayer, 
Socio/cgisr '"" Dt.ogroplttr, 
Brooltly11 College 
Rabbi Jacob Rubenstein, Ch11inu11-
Dcsigit11tt, R.bbi11ic Gibi11tt. U11i1td Jnvish 
Apppeal 

uu~n Friedman. Houston, T exa.s 
Wo111t11 's Yow11g Ladtrsltip C•bl11t1 



4. THE HOLOCAUST: 
THE MANDATE TO REMEMBER 
(Monroe East) 

Our generation is the last ro live among the 
witnesses of the Holocaust and the firu who arc 
compelled to transmit their memory. What lessons 
doa the Holocaust provide in this era of 
empowerment for the Jewish people? Also. why are 
attempts ro delegitimize the Holocaust on the rise? 

Panelisu: 

Mod.era tor: 

Dr. Michael Berenbaum, 
Eucurivt Dirwor, UHl1t1l S!Jlrts Holocau.sr 
MntwriAI Ml&'U111 
Professor Deborah Llpstadt. Dlrccror of 
Rat11rclt of rltt Skirb11/l l1mirw1t 011 A1t1trlC111t 
V11lutS. AHltriCllH Jewish UitgrtSS. 

Ernest Michel, 
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Ralph Grunewald. Washington. D.C. 
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s. JEWISH CAMPUS ACTIVISM: 
THE BA TTU: FOR THE HEARTS AND MJNDS 
OF OUR FUTURE 
(Monroe West) 

Holocaust revisionism and anti-Israel propaganda 
on ampus and in the media. How have Jewish 
organizations responded, and has rhe response 
been enough? 

Panelists: 

Moderator:: 

Stephen T rachttnberg. Prtsidt,.1, 
Gtorgt WashiHgloH U"rvcrslry 
Yosd Abramowirz. 
CalffpUJ acrrvur. J01tr1i11/111 
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Srwdt,.1, Citorgt W11Shi11g10" U111~'trslry 

6. RAISING JEWISH CHlIDREN IN AN 
ASSIMILATIONIST PARADISE 
Ueffuson West) 

Raising children to be Jewish in our socaery can be 
a daunting prospect. However. there arc many 
aproaches for successfully traching our heritage tO 

our children. Promoting a strong Jewish idenriry 
need nor mean alienating ourselves from the rest 
of tbe communiry. 

PanelistS: 

Moderator. 

Shulamith Elsrer, Chit/ Educ111io11 Officer. 
CoWICil for 1"i1urnvrs i11 )cWh Edwe111io11 
Jonathan Woocher, Extcutivc Dlrtcror, 
)tvlish EduCJ11/o11 Strviu of Nonlt Aw rial 

Freda Pollack. Monmouth Counry. New 
Jersey. Wo1111.'11 °S YouHg l.adtrship C11bi,.t1 

7. JEWISH GRASS ROOTS ACTMSM: 
MA.KING A DIFFERENCE LOCAllY AND 
STATE-WIDE 
(Military) 

Ir is critical thar our generation involve itself in 
local. state, and national politics. How can we be 
heard and see that our nation adoptS policies 
which safeguard our community in the US. and in 
lsrael7 A guide to action and involvement 



Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Matthew Brooks. Extcwrfrc Dirmor. 
N4 """"' )twisli Ccali riolc 
Rep. Martin Frost {D). Taas 
Sirve Gu10w, &«uriw D11u1or. N41iolull 
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Joel Beren. Toledo. Ohio 
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s. PROMISE OF A NEW SPRING: THE JEWS 
OF EASTERN AND CENTRAL EUROPE 
{Hemisphere) 

Ovel' the past two years histt>ric and 
unprecedented changes have swept over central 
and eastern Europe. Old rivalries and ethnic 
1rnsions have reappeared in the face of new 
challenges and opportUnities. What is the future of 
Jewish life in these countries, and what can be 
done tO renew it7 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Her excellency Rita Klimova. 
(U<hoslov0Jwu1 A111baswdor ro rke 
UH lttd Sw res 
Edward Serott.a. pho1ojourt1aliu. "Our of rh( 
Sh~ .. 
Gregory Krupni Kov, Co-Prtsidm, lArriaH 
)twi$Jt COHOflUHil)' 

Jodi Schwanz. New York. New York 
WDlfltH 's Yout1g ltJUitrsh1p CabiHtr 

9. COUNTERING THE PRO-ARAB LOBBY: 
RESPONSES AND IBSONS 
(Llnc.oln West} 

The anri-lsrael / pro-Arab lobby IS an 
inrerc.onnecttd web of Arab eovemments, paid 
lobbyists. Arab-America.ns. and corporations. The 
lobby's pubhc relations and propoganda are 
becoming more and more rophistic.ated. What arc 
the c.ommon tactics and messaees of th is lobby and 
bow can we effectively counter the propaganda? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

David Olesbr. Dirmor. /KSrlrwrt for 
U>w111mHg A111i-kr~/ PropogpNJla 
Sirve Rosen. Dim:ror of Furtip 
Polley mUtS. AHCtT1ouc Jm1d 
Pwblic Affairs Co11owlrrrr 
Rep. Lawrence Smith (D), Floridll 

Robert Fisher. Cincinnati. Ohio 
YowHg l..tJUitrship Gibi11t1 

to. l'M OKAY. YOU'D BETTER BE PERFECT 
(Ci«>rgetown) 

Are Jewish men and women seeing each other 
only as oua:lated stereotypes? And why is it so 
ha.rd for sin"e people to meet each other in a 
dignified way? William Novalc. the well-known 
author and humonst. rakes a candid (and ofttn 
funny) look at the most common complaints of 
single men and women. and oudines several 
solutions to a problem witb seriow implications 
for the future of Jewish life. 

Panelist: 

Moderator: 

Bill Novak. aurhor, HU#lorlsr 

Bonnie Barest. New York City 
Wo111tN 's YowHg Uadmhip Gibi11t1 



3:JO pm - 5:30 pm INTENSIVE WORKSHOPS 
(Nott: These incensive proenms arc loneer than 
me other forums and arc goeared cowards 
panicipancs who have attended pnor 
Washmgcon Conrercnces.) 

1. REAL POLITICAL ACTMSM: 
LEARNING THE ROPES 
(Lncoln East) 

lncrcaK your knowled~ about the political 
process. how 1t works and die role of American 
Citizens. 

Panelists: Rep. Benjamin Cardin (D), MsiryliiNd 
Thomas Dine, Eurwriw Dlrcc1or, Alfltrica11 
lsr11tl Pwbli< A/f11irs CO#INflrrtc 
Renee Rothstein, Na1t0N.1d Fuld Dir«wr. 
AH1tT1Ca lsl'llt'I Public Af/11/rs CDMNllll« 

Moderacor: Peter Silverman.Toledo, Ohio 
YowNg l.t.Adml11p Gib1Ntl 

2. I WANT TO RAISE MONEY. BUT IT'S 
HARD TO ASK 
(Map) 

Three expenenced solicirors and solicitation 
trainers will provide methods and ops for asking 
other people for a contribuaon. Videotaping will 
provide msant fttdback on your own style. and 
ideas on how oo improve it.~~ how UJA's best do 
iU Participation limited and best suited for those 
who already have some solicitaoon expcrier.cc. 

P:inchsts: Heidi Damsk).. 
Nil1ioN11l Tr111N1ng LtNtcr. P11St Clum. 
WolWll 's YowNg LcllkrsJ11p UbtN(I 
Dr. Robert Meth. NiinoNal Tr1uN1Ng CeNrtr. 
YowNg l.adlrsllip Gib1Ntr 
Skip Schrayer. N.arlcul Tr11l111Ng Ct111tr. 
Yow11g LctUkrslup Cab1Nt1 

t-:00 pm · t> . ~o pm MINCHA/MAARIV 
(Bancroft-T rad10onal ) 
(Cbn-y Chue-Eplitanan) 

6:00 pm - 7fX> pm REGIONAL COCKTAIL RECEmONS 
(special congmsional gums will be attending) 

RECEPTION I : Hosts: Lewis Norry and Ellen Saft 
(Georeetown) 

Connecticut. Delaware. Mame. Mass:ichuseas. 
New Hampshire, Pennsylvania. Rhode Island, 
Vermont. 

RECEPTJON 2: Hons: Andy Lappin and Jane Blumenthal 
(Monroe) 

Iowa. Illinois. lndi:in:i. K:insas. Ktnrucky. 
Michigan. Mmnesota. MISIOun. Nebraska. 
North Dakota. Oklahoma. South Dakota. 
Wisconsin. Wyoming. 

RECEPTION J: Hosts: Andy Rinzler and Diane Pryscowski 
(Jefferson West) 

Alabama. Arkansas. Aorida, Georgi3, 
Louisiana, Mississippi. North Carolm:i. South 
Carolina. T ennesee. 



RECEmON 4: Hosts: Michael Novidc and Fem Schlesinger 
(Thoroapt,red) 

Alasb. Arizona. Colorado, Hawaii. Idaho. 
Montana. Nevada. New Mexico, Oregon, Utah, 
Washineion. 

RECEmON 5: Hosts: Pe~r Sheft and Amy Bressman 
(Lincoln East) 

New York and New Jersey 

RECEmON 6 : Hosu: Howard Friedman and Fran lmmuman 
(Jeffuaon East) 

Ohio, Maryland, Virginia West Virgina Di.strict 
of Columbia 

RECEmON 7: Hosts: Robert Kaplan and Sarah Catt 
(Hemisphere) 

California 

RECEmON a: Host: Joe Kaplan 
(Military) 

Texas 

1:00 pm DECISION '92 
DINNER PLENARY 
(lnCEmational Ballroom) 

Presidin~ 

Greetines: 

Susan lowenberg. 
Wo111t11 's Yow11g Loukrsliip Cobi11n 
Bruce Maier, 
You11g Leiukrslrip Gibi11t1 
Skip Schrayer, 
Yow11g Loukrsliip C11bi11ct 
Emily Zimmem 
W0111t11 's Yo1111g Loukrslii, Cobi11t1 

His Excellency Ambassador Zalmao 
ShovaJ lsr11d's ~r IO tlrt US. 

Senat0r Phil Gramm (R). Tcw 
Senator Barbara Mikulslci (D). MAryl411d 
Thomas Dine. fucwri11t Dlmror, A111tric.:111 
lsr11tl Mlle Af/11irs C.0.111frrct 

DANCE PARTY FOR SlNGLES 
(Exhibit Hall DUco) 

COFFEE HOUSE 
(Cryscal Ballroom) 
ft11twri11g )nvish jllZZ pi1111 is1. ) 011 Si111011 

MONDAY, MARCH 16, 1992 

6:45 am - 7:30 am SHACHARIT 
(Bancroft-Traditional) 
(Chevy Chase-Egalitarian) 

7:30 am - 9:00 am CONTINENTAL BREAKFAST PLENARY 
(lntr:madonal BaJlroom) 

"U.RRY KING UVE AND IN PERSON" 
TOPIC: ISRAEL lN THE MEDIA -
WHAT ISTHE STORY? 
l.a:ny Kin&, CNN - Modtr11ror 
FEA TURID GUESTS: 
Charles Krauthammer. Titt Ntw Rqwblic 
Eleanor Clift. N~ 
General Nachman Shai, spo/rts1111111 duri11g Gulf 
W11r. lsr11tl Dt/tH5t Forcts 

9:1 5 am-Je>.45 am CONCURRENT FORUMS 



I. CAMPAIGN '92: 
UNDERS"f ANDING IBE S"f AY..ES 
(Georgetown) 

For the pro-Israel and Jewish communry. the 
upcoming Presidential and Congressional elections 
are of utmost importance. What are the overall 
trends and issues, and which Senate and House 
races are particularly important in J 992? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Morris J. Amitay, FouHdtr a11d TrtllSUrtr, 
WllShiHgtOH Polirical ActioH UHIHlittu 
Ron Brown. ChaintuJH. DtllfOCratic 
Nat/01111/ UH1H1i11ee 
Ed Rollins. PartHer aHd Strartgist, $Qiryer 
Miller Group 

Dianne Zarum-Winnan, Providence, 
Rhode Island 
Wollllx's YouHg i.Ladtrship CabiHet 

2. TZEDAKA IS NOT CHARITY: UNDERS"f ANDING 
A PRIMARY JEWISH V AWE 
(Bacl Terrace) 

Tzedaka is not charity. but a Jewish way of life. 
What is the basis of tzedaka. what is the "right" 
amount to give, and bow should it be given? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Reuven Kimelman, Professor. BraHdtis 
UHivmity; Progr11H1 Associatt, CtHttr for 
l.uJtrslfip llHd J.arHiHg 
Danny Siegel. Author aHd spe.a~r 

Suzi Alterman. Detroit, Michigan 
WOH1t H

0

s Yo11Hg l.udtrsltip UbiHtt 

3. WHAT SORT OF JEWISH COMMUNITY WlU. 
YOUR CHILDREN LIVE IN1 
(Lincoln East) 

The latest demographic data highlights some 
uncxpcaed and unsettling trends among American 
Jews. What will the organized Jewish community 
look like in the coming decades? Will non
Orthodox Judaism stay the same, change shape. or 
disappear? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Dr. Arthur Green. PresidtHt, 
RrcoHstructloHISt RabbiHiCAI Colltge 
Rabbi Larry Kushner. T tH1plt Btth El. 
Sudbury, Ma. 
Jacob Ukeles. PresidtHt, U~les Associates, 
COl!Hl!HUHity OrgiiHizatioH CoHsulraHr 

lrit Waldbaum. Denver. Colorado 
WoHttH's YouHg l.mdersltip C11biHtt 

4. CHRIS"flAN-JEWISH REl.A TIONS: 
CONNECTIONS WITH THE OTHER 
97.S'lb OF AMERICA 
(Thoroughbred) 

Jewish and non-Jewish relations are increasingly 
complex. While a number of mainstream Christian 
denominations are increasingly critical of Israel, 
others. particularly the more fundamentalist. are 
more assertive on behalf of Israel In the fac.e of a 
changing Supreme Court, growing economic and 
intergroup tensions, and a deteriorating 
commitment to foreign aJd, str0nger Jewish
Cbristian cooperation is vital. What is the status of 
Christian-Jewish cooperation and how can it be 
enhanced nationally and locally? 



l:?anelists: 

Moderator. 

Dale Bishop. NarioNal CouHcil of Churches, 
Milldlt EAst Affairs 
Rabbi David Saperstein, Extcurivt Director, 
Rtllgious ActloH CtHtn. LJ,,io,, of AHKricaH 
Htbrt111 CoJ1grtg1J rioNs 
The Reverend Louis Sheldon. Chain«aH, 
Tra.dirioNal V11/ues CCNalirioH 

Fred Siegman. Chicago, nlinois 
YouHg l..rAJkrsltip CabiHtt 

5. RUNNING THE WELCOME WAGON: 
SPIRITUAL AND CULTURAL 
ABSORPTION OF OUM 
(Monroe) 

The influx of new Israeli citizens is the country's 
greatest blessing and biggest challenge. These 
immigrants have brought with them enormous 
human potential for the strenghthening of Israel's 
culture and society. Despite its limited resources. 
Israel bas implemented numerous absorption 
programs for the olim. What are they, and which 
of them are working? 

Panelists: 

Moderator. 

Avrom lnfeld. Dirwor. Mdirz 
CtH tLr, )trusakm 
David Mittleberg. lsradi ForuH« 
Y oav Navon. Isradi ForuH« 

Julie Shuer, Los Angeles, California 
WoHKHS You11g l..rAJkrship Cabl11t1 

6. THE JEWISH RESPONSE TO CRmCAL 
DOMESTIC ISSUES 
Oefkrson West} 

The Jewish community is not immune from the 
recession, which has struck bard at many secron1 of 
our community such as the elderly. the homeless, 
the jobless. and the middle class. How are 
communal organizations seeking to alleviate these 
problems in the face of reduced t'ederaJ and state 
funds, and what role can you play? And what 
should the Jewish communal response be to the 
domestic problems America in generaJ faces? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Leonard Fein, awrltor, fouHikr of MilzoH 
Senator Howard Metzenbaum (D), Ohio 
Mark Talisman, Dirwor, CouHdl of )nvish 
Ft.ikrarioJ1S-W11Sh iHgtOH AcrioN Offiu 

Susan Hyatt. Cleveland, Ohio 
W0111t11 's You Hg l.Ladt.rship CabiHtr 

7. ETHIOPlAN JEWRY: AN ANCIENT 
PEOPl.i IN A MODERN I.AND 
(Hemisphere) 

Though Jews have been living in Ethiopia since 
King Solomon's time. their Jewish brothers and 
sisters around the world knew little of their 
existence. At the same time, the Ethiopian Jewish 
community maintained a distinctive Jewish 
identity and culture, and a powerful love for Zion. 
Following the dramatic airlift of most of the 
community to Israel. what special challenges does 
the community face in being absorbed into Israeli 
society, and what is being done to facilitate this? 

Panelists: Micha Feldman, Hta.d of Jewish Agt11cy °""" rioJIS IJI frlf iol'ill 
Yitzhak Shahar 
Amir Shaviv, Dirtctor of Sp«ia/ Optr11rioJ1s 
A•triai" )nvislr Joi"t Disrribwtio" (0111JHlrttt 



Moderator: Karen Pack. Kansas City. Kansas 
WoHCtHS YouHg Leadtrd11) Uhbttr 

8. THE BA TIU FOR AND AGAINST PEACE 
WITHIN THE ARAB WORlD 
Oefferson East) 

Though most of the world focuses on the Middle 
East as an Arab-lsraeli conflict. some of the hardest 
struggles are ta.Icing place within the Arab world. 
and between the Arab groups already at the peace 
table. What are the issues within the Palestinian 
movement, inside some of the Arab countries. and 
between the Arab participants in tbe peace process 
that may affect its success? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Jonathan livny. PresidiHg Judge 11Hd fonHn 
AttorHey GtHtr11l, Juda 11Hd SllHC11rii1 
Or. Stephen P. Cohen. P•esitknt, CtHltr for 
Middlt EMt Pt11ce 11Hd EcoHOHlic Cooptr11rioH 

Robert Leventhal. Dayton. Ohio 
YouHg Leadtrship C11biHtl 

9. SIBLING RIVALRY. SIBLING LOVE; 
THE REI.A TIONSHIP BETWEEN ISRAEL 
AND THE DIASPORA 
(Cabinet) 

Even before Israel was established there was a gulf 
between the Jews in tbe Diaspora and those in 
Zion, and recent decades have seen those trnsions 
increase. Now events like the Gulf War and some 
intrmal issues in Israel have made the gap even 
great.er. ls world Jewry destined co be two groups 
that cannot speak co each other. or is dialogue 
possible? 

Panelists: 

Moderator. 

Brigadier General Nehemia Dagan. 
Direcror. lsr11tl Educ11tioH FuHd 
Reuven Kimelman, Professor. Br11Hikis 
UHiwrsiry 11Hd StHior Progrlllfl Associlltt, 
CeHttr for Leadtrship """ 1..eorHIHg; North 
AH1tric11H Jtwislt Forw* 
Professor Deborah Llpstadt. Dirmor of 
Research of rite Slcirbal/ /".sritutt OH A1t1trican 
V11luts. AHCtric1111 }twislt CoHgrns. Nortlt 
AlfltricaH )twislt Foru* 
Yigal Simon. Extcutivt Director. lsr11tll Foru1+1 

David Shennan, Chicago. Illinois 
YouHg Leadership C11biHtt 

9:15 am-12:15 pm INTENSIVE WORKSHOPS 
(Note: These programs are the length of two 
forums and are ~ared for participants who havt 
attrnded prior Washington Conferences) 

1. WHAT YOU NEED TO KNOW TO DO 
BUSINESS AND INVEST IN ISRAEL 
(Military) 

Participants will discuss joint ventures, the Israeli 
siodc marker. opportunities in venture capital and 
real estate. Meet with the experts who do these 
types of ttansactions. and learn how business and 
investing is done. 

Panelists: Stanley Blau.Eucutivt Viu-PresidtHt. EucutoHe 
David Blumberg. Ve"'"" GipitJJllst 
Tony .Kristal. lsr11tli Busl11tsSH11JH. 
lsr11tli Foru111 
Gary Heiman. Cltitf Eucutivt Officer, 
StJ111dard T atiks 
Carl Kaplan. CIAridgt lsr11tL l11c. 
Janine Strauss, Rral EstJ1te l11ws1or, 
lsr11t// Foru111 



Mocferator: David Lippy. Columbus. Ohio 
Yow11g LndmJfip Uh111t1 

2. MAKING THE CASE FOR lSRAEl 
(Uncoln West) 

Panelisc 

Moderat0r: 

David Oleslcar. Dirmor, 
l11srlrw1t for Cow111triMg 
AMri.Jsr11tl PrOpAp11J4 
Jonathan Kessler, &«wnvt D1rtt1or. CcHtu 
{or MUIJk &ast PtA« iwl &Mio•I( 
Cco,t'r11 ricH 

Learn from an expert about rhe subde 
powers of persuasion: how co make the 
case for Israel from the podium. how co 
deba~ an anti-Israel spcalcer. how to 
inAuencc an audience from the floor. 
Identify teehniques commonly used to 
attack lsrx.I and the means co respond 
most effectively. Sharpen your debating. 
questioning and speaking styles. 

Josh Kar:un, Boston, Massachusetts 
YouHg l..tiukrshlp C11&IHtr 

1100 am · 12:30 pm CONCURRENT FORUMS 

1. KEY PLAYERS IN A MODERN MJRACU 
(Map) 

Quietly. yet with e:rear effectiveness. the American 
Jewish Joint Distribution Comm1~e and the 
Jewdh Aacncy for Israel have perfonned a modem 
miracle as they save Jewish lrves around the world 
and bring co Israel hundreds of thousands of new 
lmmiv.ina.. Can world Jewry conanue co meet the 
tremendous financial needs in order co maintain 
and menghthen this lif"C-saving work? 

Panelists: 

Moderacor: 

Hennan Marlcowitt. b«wrivt Vice 
PralJnir. LJ,.;rtJ lmtl ApptAI 
Michael Schneider. &tcvl'M' Vice Pr~1. 
A IM'ritllH JcwWi )01111 Difmbtl rioH CDlfl• i llLt 

Alan Shulman. Clwr,_H, }twult Apq 
/or lsr11tl Asscis Alf J WJr tits Co11n10 rt«. 

Anne Licht. long !Xach. California 
W0111t11 's Yow"g l..tadtrsltlp Cllbllftr 

1. 2s GOING ON 3<XX>: 
UNDERSTANDING JERUSAUM 
(Bade Terrace) 

For almost thrtt millenia Jerusalem has been die 
spmrual and religious ccnirr of our people. In this 
year. the lSth Anniversary of the reunification of 
Jerusalem and almost the 3000th ye.ar since King 
David established it. Jerusalem promises to be one 
of the coughest mues in the peace proccu. How 
has iis past and present been shaped, and whar is 
the furure of this dry? 

Panelists: 

Moderator. 

Ge.n. Uzi Narkiss, IDF Gtlfnal llf C0111Huu1d 
of rroops tit.it libcra1td &tenc Ital/ of my i" 
'67 

Avrum lnfeld, Melin CeMrtr, )erwsaltHI 
M.K Reuven Rivlin. eighth gtHtrarioH 
)tTWSllltM I IL 

Sirve Morris. Denver Colorado 
YowMg laJmltip Gi&uur 



3. JEWISH SPIRITUALITY: 
THE PERSONAL CONNECTION 
(Hemisphere) 

In our impersonaJ fax-machine world it is more 
important but harder than ever to make a 
connection to something greater than ourselves. 
Several approaches are available to a renewed 
personaJ Jewish awareness and spirituality, and an 
opening to a richer. fuller life. 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Rabbi Larry Kushner, Author, TtHfplt Btth 
EI. Sudbury. MA 
Moshe Waldoks. author a11d hu1Horis1 
Rabbi David Wolpe. author 11J1d ttacher, 
U11i11trsiry of JudiJisHf 

Llnda Beerman. Winstun-SaJem. Nonh 
Carolina Wo1He11 's You11g 1.LJWrship CabiHtt 

4. ARAB-ISRAELI NEGOTIATIONS: RISKS 
AND OPPORTUNITIES FOR REGIONAL 
COOPERATION 
(Jefferson East) 

One of tbe least publicized yet most important 
aspects to the peace proce~ is the multilateral 
negotiations. This panel will explore the effons to 
forge regional cooperation on such critical issues as 
the environment wa12r. scarcity. arms control and 
energy resources. Find out if sharing resources will 
help bring peace to th.: region. 

Panelists: 

Moderator. 

Aaron Miller. Policy Pla1111i11g Staff. U.S. 
Sratt DeparlHft11t 
Joyce Starr. Author a11d aperr 011 11--arer 
Tt'SOUr(t'S 

Scott Redston. Los Angeles. California 
You11g l.LJWrship Cabi11t1 

s. JEWISH FEMINISM: CAN JEWISH WOMEN 
FlND FUll EQUAUTY? 
(Cabinet) 

Jewish women in the late 20th century are 
becoming intqra~ into the religious and 
organizational structures of American Jewry. 
However, some feel thare are still roadblocks to 
full equality. What are these problems. and how 
must organized Jewry change to accommodate the 
needs of women? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Professor Ellen Cannon. Author 
Rep. Nita l.owey (0). New York 
Letty Cottin Pogrebin, Au1ho.r of Deborah. 
GoldiJ. a11d Me 

Beth Sheridan. Chicago. Illinois 
Wo1Ht11 's You11g l..e.adLrship Cabl11er 

6. ANTI-SEMITISM IN AMERICA: THE MONmR 
REARS ITS HEAD AGAIN 
(Llncoln East) 

Despite the Holocaust and decades of teaching and 
outreach, anti-Semitism is on the rise in America 
David Duke and the Aryan Brotherood are the 
extremists. but what about well-known figures like 
Pat Buchanan. and Holocaust revisionists in 
aooemia? What are some of the common 
denominar.ors of anti-Semitism and how can they 
be combated? 



PanclistS: 

Moderator. 

Abraham Foxman. &.w1riw Dirtctor. 
A1ui-Dt{-.no.. lrA~ 
Scott Hanh~r. ArfDnfty Gntcral. 
Co•o••o•wtJ1ltlf of MwllclfNSmS 
Dank! l..tvitas, &tcwrivt Director. Ct11rt1 
for Dattocr111ic RLlltaGI 

lee Fisher. Anomey General. Ohio 
YowHg Ladersltip CobiHtl 

7. WHITE HOUSE DECISION-MAKING ABOUT 
THE MIDDLE EAST 
(Georgetown) 

The Bush Administration is playing a very forceful 
role in implementing Middle East policies and 
shaping events there. The peace process is just one 
important manifestation of this activity. Who arc 
the key administration players. what are their goals 
and how can the pro-lsrae.I community be mosr 
effective in Lobbying these decision makers? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Sruan Eiunstat. WasltiHgto11 attor.11ey. 
font1tr CArltr Wltirc HOttSt StHiclr official 
Malcolm Hoenlein. Eucwrivc Direcror, 
C0Hftrt.11u of Prtsik11rs of Mlljor AHtcrie1111 
}tw/slt 0 tg11HizAirioHS 
Bobbie Kilberg. Wltirt HoltSt Dirurar of 
Public LJalsolf 

Michael Rubcnstrin. Houston.Texas 
YowHg l.cAkrsltip Cabi11t1 

s. ISLAMIC FUNDAMENTAUSM: 
SOURCES AND POlITICS 
(Thoroughbred) 

Islamic fundamenalism is a powerful force in 
shapini the Middk East. as recie.nt events in Alge:ria 
confirm. What are Islamic fundamentalism's 
sourc-a. its real strengths and weaknesses. and its 
future? And what does all this mean for Israel? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Clinton Bailcy. lsratli aptrt OH rite &dcwiH 

'""' ""'"' Sirve Emerson. CNN. 11 u1lwr aHd jowrHalisr 

Paul Schlesinger, Portland. Oregon 
YowHg Lcakrslfip CobiHtl 

9. THE ECONOMJC WAR AGAINST ISRAEL 
BREAKING THE TRADE BARRIERS 
(Monroe) 

The Arab boycott ag;i.inst ls!"KI still exists and is 
widespread. Meanwhile. Japan continues to 
maintain only low level ttade with Israel and mosc 
Japanese companies comply with the boycott. 
Which well known-corporate entities are 
boycotting Israel. and what is the future of Israel
Japan relations? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Wil Maslow. A•tri"'" ]nvislt CoHgrtsS, 
Ei11,,,,, 8o}ocott Rt,on 
Senator Timothy Wirth (D). Colorildo 
Senator Don Nickeles (R). OklAlfoHta 

Gary Walk. West Palm Beach. Florida 
YowHg Lcadmlflp CabiHtl 



10. SEEING ISNT BEUEYlNG; 
ISRAEL lN THE MEDlA 
(}cfkrson West} 

Media coverage of the Middle-Ea.st 1s one of the 
mast frustrating and pcrpb1n~ issues for pro
lsrael Americans. How has the media's portrayal 
of Israel. the Pale~nians and the Middle East 
affecttd the world's pcrspeciive of the situation? 
The expertS offer advice on prac:rical responses. 

Panelists 

Moderat0r: 

Andrea l...cvin. Northeast Rtgio111JI Director, 
CAMERA 
Ambassador Uri Savir. Co"sw/ Gt"tral, 
Swu of lsratl 

Michxl l.ebovitz. Chaa:anooga. 
Tennesstt 
YOIOlg l.adnsJiip Ca&111t1 

12:15 pm - 3.15 pm LUNCHEON PLENARY 
(International Ballroom) 

Presiding; Mark Mellman 
YouHg l.eadmltip CabiHt't 
Debra Pell 
WOMt'"S Yow"g l.t.ukrslt lp Uib~t1 
Robert Glimcher 
Yow"g l..tadtrslt1p Cab1Hc1 

His Excellency Moshe Arens 
M1Hlstcr of Dt{t'HSt' S1i11t' of brad 

Chauk M1SS1on Presencanon 

3:30 pm - 500 pm CONCURRENT FORUMS 

I. THE LAST EMPIRE: THE SOVlET DISUNION 
AND ITS JEWISH COMMUNITY 
(Jefferson West) 

The disinteinrion of the Soviet Union has meant 
unanamry and chaos for all ia dauns. And this 
instabiliry is a special cone.rm for the potentially 
vulnerable Jcwuh commumoes in the n~ 
Republics. Whar IS me near and long-term fururc 
of the Commonwealth of Independent Scares. and 
of the Jews Irving there7 And whar should the US. 
be doing? 

Moderaror: 

Senaror Joseph Lieberman (D). 
CoHHt<11cw1 
Mamn Wenick. Eucwrwr Drr«tor. 
Natio111JI Co"ftTt11cc o" Sovltt )ra"Y 
Dm1m Simes. St'Hiar Assonarc. C.mtgl( 
EHlior.'Wllt for l Hrcnw!IOfllJI Pau 

Stanford Solomon. Tampa, Florida 
YowNg l.tiultrsltip CabiHtl 

2 AN OWNER'S MANUAL TO LIVING 
JEWlSHLY JN AMERICA 
(Lincoln West) 

While building and living a Jewish life may appear 
difficult. there are praaical ways to experience 
Jewish ritual prac:rices, synagogues. and other 
manifestations of communal involvement. A how
to ~ide in finding a synagoeue. Rabbi. and 
community. 

Panelim: Rabbi ll'Wln Kula. Progr111H Drrtctor. 
Ctllrn for l.eiultrsltr, ""' Lanu"g 
Rabbi Sidney Schwan. PrtsUlt111, 
Washi"gfOll l"srirwrt for )twlslt l..tadmltip 
11~d V11lwcs 
Sharon Srrassfeld. cdl101. Tltt )nvislt 
Gualogwcs 



Moderaior. Susan Kaa.. Dayron, Ohio 
WOMcN 's YowNg Laulnsl11p Gzh111tt 

J. MIDDLE EAST PEACE. PIECE BY PIECE 
(Geo~wn) 

With bumps and false Stans the Middle East peace 
proces5 is underway, and so far the ruuhs have 
been mixed. Given Israel's incrmaJ politics and the 
chan&a in world even is over the past sa-eral 
months. following and predlCtU\& th< nqotiati.:>ns 
is almon unpossible. Three leading players will 
present dmr analyses of the sinucion and its 
oudook. 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Rep. Mel Levine (0), CA. Howse Fortip 
Af/llltS ColffNdtrcc 
Dennis Ross. Dirccun of Policy Pla""i"g, 
US. S1111t CXportMtNt 
His Excellency ZaJman Shoval. 
lsrlltl's A•blJSSIJdor IO tlu US. 

Melis53 Paack. Washingron. D.C. 
Wo111c" 's Yow Ng l..t.iukrsltlp C1JblNtt 

4. COAUTIONS: UNITED WE ST AND. 
DIVIDED WE FAU.7 
(Lncoln East) 

Ethnic coalitions are morc aucial than ever in 
accomplishing political. social and economic pls. 
However. the coalitionJ of ymrrday are chanii.ng 
and the coalitions of romonow are not yet funned. 
What can be accomplished with coalitions and 
what acaons an you talce at home ro make them? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Rep. John Lewis (D). Gcorp 
Rep. Robert Matsui (0). C.lrfoncui 
Rep. 8111 Richardson (D). Ntat Mauo 

Jonathan Hanrnbach, Chicago, Ulinois 
YOll"f La4ml11p GtbfNtt 

s. LIKE FRANCE INTO THE US: 
ABSORBING THE FLOOD 
(Monroe) 

One million olrm m:iy go co Israel in the next five 
years - the equivalent of the US. absorbing the 
entire population of France. Already almost 
100.tX>O Soviet kws have come to Israel and thou
sands more arrive each month. With elections in 
Israel just a kw months away. what will be the 
political. demogr.aphrc. and cultural impact of this 
aliyah? 

Panelists: 

Moderaror: 

Dr. Edith Franlcel. Euomvt Drrmor, 
Mllyrock CtNltr, Htbrtw UNiiitrmy 
UllyGallli.A/iy1Jlt 1Jlflll)'St, HA'Arta "~per 
Naphtali L.avie. Director~neraJ, 
U1d1t1l )~uli Appt11l lsr11tl ()pcr1J110Ns 

Betsy Jacobs. Boston. MassachuS<ns 
W0111t" i Yow11g l..aultrsli1p C.biNtt 

6. DESERT STORMS: 
SECURITY ISSUES FACING ISRAEL 
(Jefferson East) 

In th< post-Gulf War MiddJe East. Israel still f.a«s 
serious milrcary and nnrqpc issues. The 
prolikracion of missile trchnology. and the 
prospect of an "Islamic Bomb" raiJes the spearr of 
whole new security issues. What might be the 
Israeli defenx stracepes of this new era. and how 
can the US. play a role? 



Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Tom Neumann. Eucutive Director. Jewish 
IHsri1111t for NarioHal S«urity Affairs 
Senator John McCain (R). ArizoHa, ArHltd 
ScrvictS CoH1H1illtt 
Brigadier General Zvi Kanor. Military 
A 1u1cl1t, fH1bassy of lsratl 

Dr. Own Perlman. Ann Arbor. Michigan 
YouHg lLadtrsltip CabiHtl 

7. MAKING AN ECONOMIC CONNECTION 
WITH ISRAEL: HOW IS IT OONE? 
(Military} 

Israeli organizations. local federations. foundations 
and commissions are developing and fostering 
smtegic relationships. stimulating mde and 
invesnnent opportunities. and promoting Israeli 
products and services between the United States 
business community and Israel. How can interested 
Americans get involved? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Meir Buber. Extcurlve Dirtctor 
lsratl Trak CtHltr 
Dana Edelman. Executive Director. 
New EHglaHd-lsratl CltaH1btrs of CoH11Htrce 
Shlomo Harel. lHvestHCtHt Head of 
EcoHoH1ic MissioH 

Bennett Greenspan, Houston. Texas 
You11g Leakrship CabiHet 

8. THE SUPREME COURT AND THE JEWS: 
IS THE BALANCE OF JUSTICE TWPING1 
(Thoroughbred) 

Is the role of the Supreme Court in our democracy 
changing. and what are the recent trends of the 
court's decisions? And in the wake of the Thomas 
hearings. what are the Senate's "advise and 
consent" responsibilicies in the confinnarion 
process? Also. how will the Court's decisions affect 
the American Jewish community on such issues as 
separation of Church and Statr7 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Senator Hank Brown (R). Colorado. StHart 
Judiciary CoH11Hit1te 
Senator Howell Heflin (D), Alaba1Ha, 
St"are Judiciary CoH1H1it1tt 

Joel Gold Schmidt. New York. New York 
YouHg uadmltip CabiHrt 

9. ASK THE CEO 
"WHERE DOES MY MONEY GO?" 
(Hemisphere) 

A donation tO WA/Federation touches hundreds 
of thousands of people in 34 different counrries 
and your home town. What does your gift 
accomplish. what organizations does it go ro. and 
who decides how it will be spent? 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

Martin Kraar, Erteutive Director. 
CouHcil of )ewislt ftikratioHS 
Rabbi Brian L Lurie. &tcwtil/f Vice 
PrtSidtH1, UHiltd }twislt ApptJJI 
Hennan Markowitz. Eucurivt Viet 
CltairHCaH, UHittd lsrad ApptJJ/ 
Mkhael Schneider. Ertcutivt Viu PrtSidt111, 
AHCtriaiH )tlllislt }oiHt DisrribwrioH CoHIHlillet 

Judy Hanis. Minneapolis, Minnesota 
WoHCtHS YouHg Uadersltip Cabi11t1 



to. BEYOND GOlDA: UNDERSTANDING THE 
ST A TUS OF WOMEN IN ISRAEL 
(Bade T emce) 

To many Jews in the Diaspora. women in Israel 
mean female soldiers in the IDF and Golda Meir. 
But the status of Israeli women is more complex 
than that What special problems do women in 
Israel face. and how does the feminist movement 
in Israel compare with the feminist movement in 
the U5.? Franlc talk from thrtt leading Israeli 
activists. 

Panelists: 

Moderator: 

MK Shulamit Aloni, 
Ci rlznu Riglt rs Movt111n11 
Dana A viclar. /srll(/i Foru111 
Alice Shalvi, 
Htllll of tk Israel WoHCtH s Caucus 

Marci Robinson. Los Angeles. California 
WOHCt':H's YowHg I.admhrp C11l11Htt 

3:30 pm • 5:30 pm INTENSM WORKSHOP 
(This worlcshop is geared for participants who 
have atttnded prior Washington Conferences or 
sit on their local allocations or budget 
committee) 

1. SPEAKJNG FOR THOSE WHO CANT: 
OVERSEAS AILOCA TIONS ADVOCACY 
(Cabinet) 

This intensive worlcshop will look at the national 
trends in allocations and will discuss the current 
financial climate and budge.cuy impaccs with the 
Jewish Aiency and American Jewish Joint 
Distribution Comm1tttc. Participants will le;im 
how co negooacr for ove1K2S needs and be an 
overseas advocate in their lcoal community. 

Panelists: 

Modenror: 

Alan Kan. WA Soudwut RtgioH 
Fi111111ci11l Rt'4tioHS CltAir 
Neale Kao:, lbtiwl lsratl Appe11/-Dirtctor 
GcHtral, )<rWSlllrHc Off 1u 
Amir Shaviv. Dirmor of Sp«i.al OptrarioHS. 
AlllCTICDH Jewish )oi111 Dis11ibwtlo11 Co11011itrec 

Lory B~nner. Harrisburg. Pennsylvania 
WoHCt11s YouHg I.admltip G 1b11rt1 

5:00 pm • 6:00 pm YOUNG LEADERSHIP DMSION 
CHAIRS' RECEmON 
(Prmdenrial Suite) 
(This reception is for participants who are 
currcndy chairing their local Young leadership 
Division) 

5:00 pm • 6:00 pm POST-CONFERENCE 
PROGRAMMING MEETING 
(Caucus) 
(For Professionals. Post Conference and 
Recruitment chairs who will be implementing 
Post-Conference Programing) 

S:3o pm· 7:15 pm A JEWlSH ARTS FESTIVAL 
(Exhibit Hall) 

The Israel Trade and Jewish Cultural Fair io the 
Exhibit Hall will be enhanced with 
demonstrations and how-cos on Israeli folk 
danciJli. Jewish arcs and crafts. and such projeas 
as bow tO write your own ~ligiow ceremonies 
or terubah. ln addition, some tradiaonal Israeli 
foods will be served for a real tastr of the 
Middle Ean. 



600 pm - 6:30 pm MINCHA/MAARJV 
(Bancroft-Traditional) 
(Chevy Chase-Egalitarian) 

7:30 pm THE MIRACLE AND MEANING OF THE ALIYAH 
DINNER PLENARY 
(lnttmational Ballroom) 

Presiding: 

Speakers: 

Stuart T. Rossman. ClwirHCON, 
YowNg Wi.J.mhip UbiHtl 
Susan K Sttm. Clwir. 
WOMc" 's YDM"g l.akrsltfp GibiNn 

Marvin Lender, Niuio11al Clwi"'"'"· 
UNirtd )tlllish Appt.al 
Rabbi Brian L Lurie. fucwrivt Vice 
P,(SfdcHI. UNited )tlllish Appeal 
Sp«lal perfonuHce by Ethiopia" 
a"d Sovitt Oli"' 

1000 pm Optional Community Meetings 
(Nott: The Trade and Cultural Fair will be open for 
those nor in receptions or meetings.) 

10:45 pm ENTERTAINMENT AND DANCING 
(ln~mational Ballroom) 
Fabrangcn Fiddlers 

TUESDAY. MARCH 17. 1992 

700 am - 7:30 am SCHACHARJT 
(Bancroft-Traditional) 
(Chevy Chase-Egalitarian) 

7:30 am - 8:30 am CONTINENT AL BREAKFAST 

BREAKFAST I 

ESSENTIAL BRIERNG FOR HILL VISITS - BE 
PREPARED - BE ON TIME 

(lntrrnational Ballroom Centtr) 
Chair. Dianne Zarum-Wirman. 
Providence. Rhode Island, 
WOHl('N S Yow"g l.akrsltip Gib1Htt 

Mark Talisman. Dirwor, W.isltf11gro" Acrio11 
Office, CowHcil of )tlllislt FalmrlOll$ 
EStrr Kurz, l.tgis'4riw Dfrtcior, A HtntCOH lsriul 
Pwblfc Affairs Ccm1111i11u 
Abba Cohen, Dlrtctor, WashiHgto11 Offiu. 
Agwdath Israel of AHterica 

Connecticut. Delaware. DiStrict of Columbia, Maine, Maryland 
Massachusetts. New Hampshire. New Jersey. Pennsylvania. Rhode 
Island. West Virginia. Vennont. and Virginia. 

BREAKFAST 2 . (lnttmational Ballroom East} 

Speakers: 

Chair. Fred Siegrnan, Chicago, JIJinois 
YowHg J.Ladcrship C11biHtt 

Rachel Mann Cohen, Director of GovtrHHrtHt 
Affairs. )t'lllish Fckr11rio" of Mmopolit11H Chicago 
David Sapcrsttin. Dirccror. RLllgio11$ AcrioH 
Co11rr. U"lo11 of A111niCAJf 1-kbrtw COHgTtgarioHS 
Dan Cohcn. l..qislorillt LimSOfl, A111tricA" lsnul 
Public A/f1irs COHtHtirru 

Iowa. Illinois, Indiana. Kansas. Kentucky. Michigan. Minnesota. 
Missouri. Nebraska. North Dakota. Oklahoma. South Dakota. 
Wisconsin and Wyoming. 

BREAKFAST 3 (Monroe ~ Lincoln East) 
Chair: Michael Lcbovitz. Chattanoog;t. 
T tnncs:scc. Yow Hg l.Ladtrsli ip Cab1"rr 



Speakers: Llsa Shugar. Asscclart Dirtcror. WasltiHgU>H 
AcnoH Ofiicc. CouHcil of )flllislc Ftdtr11rl0Hs 
Mark Pelavin. Wiulci11groH &,rlSt'11tarli~-. 
AM.me1111 }t'lllislc CoHgrcss 
Wendy Senor. l.tgisl111iw LJaisoH, AHICTU:a11 lsmtl 
Public Affairs Co1H1Hittt 

Alabama. Arkansas. Florida. Georgia. Louisiana. Mississippi. North 
Carolina. South Carolina.Tennessee. 

BREAKFAST4 

Speakers: 

{lnttmational Ballroom West) 
Chair. lrit WaJdbaum. ~nver. Colorado 
Wo111tH 's You Hg l.tiWrslci, Gabi11tt 

Judy Golub. l..tgislarivt Dir«ror. A1HtriC1111 }Mile 
(o,.grm 
David Gillette, l.tgislarivt Liaiso11, A1Hcr{ca11 lsratl 
Pu.blic Affairs Co11t111irrtt 

Alaska. California. Hawaii, Idaho. Montana. Nevada. New Mexico. 
Oregon. Utah, Washingron. 

BREAKFAST 5 

Speakers: 

New York Scttt 

(Jefferson) 

Michael Llebennan. Associate Dirwor!Cou11Stl. 
AH1i-,D4aHU1rio11 lagJit 
Jeff Colman. l..tgislarivt LJaiso11 of A1HtriC11J1 lsratl 
Public Affairs Co111H1i1Ut 

8:30 am BUSSES DEPART PROMYTlY FOR CAPITOL HILL 

900 am - 1200 am lndividuaJ appointments with 
Members of Congress 

12:15 pm - 100 pm LUNCH 
(lna:maoonaJ Ballroom) 

100 pm • 300 pm CLOSING PLENARY 
"A Final Call to Action" 
{lnttmarional Ballroom) 

Presiding: 

Speakers: 

Jerry Benjamin. Clcalr Dtsipart. 
Yo1111g l.ailtrsliip Gabi11t1 
Michelle Rosen, Cltalr Dtsif'"!rt. 
Wo111t11 's Yow Ng l.tiWrslcip Cabl11t1 

M.K. Yiahalc Rabin. 
Hnzd of tlct Labor Parry 
The Honorable Jack Kemp. 
SecrnAT)' of Hou.siNg 11111' UriM111 !HvtlDpHltH t 
Brian Abrahams. Direaor 
You11g Lcadtrship Cab1Ht1S 

0 
Our annual United Jewish Appeal/Federation Campaign. 
comprised of l 89 local and non-federated American Jewish 
communities which raise funds in partnership with the national 
United Jewish Appeal. is the primary fund~raising instrument for 
the support of humanicarian programs and social services for Jews 
in rhe United States. in isrKI and in SS other counaies. Through 
our UJA/Federarion Campaign. we Strengthen our own community 
and work to establish a secu~ and vital futuR: for Jewish life 
worldwide. 



Young Leadership Cabinet Alumni 

Mayflower Hotel 

Washington, D.C . 

Sunday, March 15, 1992 

MAJOR GOALS FOR THE CENTURY AHEAD 

by Rabbi Herbert A. Friedman 

Mr. Chairman, dear friends, 

This is an emotional moment for me. When you love someone, 

you give them everything you have, and you expect the same in 

return. 

I have loved you collectively from the moment of your birth 

more than 30 years ago; have poured into you inspiration and 

education; have laid upon you many a challenge. Some of you 

responded more than others, but again, collectively, you have 

been a magnificent force on behalf of folk and faith, and every 

organization in the entire Jewish world has copied your name and 

model . 

So - I come today, once again, to put before you what I 

conceive to be the major goals for the century ahead, knowing 

that you have the necessary time left in your lives to take giant 

steps toward the achievement of these goals. This is perhaps my 
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last call to arms, spoken in the firm belief that you will rise 

to battle as you always have. 

Rabbi Irving Greenberg, in a recent speech at Brandeis 

University said: "There is now the serious possibility of a 

golden age for the American Jewish community .. . that possibility 

exists, at least, if Jewish leadership responds, and if both 

democracy and capitalism persevere . Under these circumstances, a 

new and great era of Jewish history cou ld now unfold". 

I agree with the optimism implicit in his formulation . I 

believe that both democracy and capitalism will persevere in the 

U.S. Therefore , the only uncertainty lies in the nature of 

Jewish leadership ' s response . Most of you are third generation 

born in this country, and many are even fourth generation. You 

have the advantage of a secure rootedness in your American 

identity, plus the invaluable strengthening of your Jewish 

identity through exposure to Israel and the Holocaust , the two 

defining influences of this cent ury. Your grandparents struggl ed 

through their immigrant experience here, speaking and t hinking 

with the accents of the s htetl, while modernizing their religious 

habits, and gradually lessening their fears of the Gentile . Your 

parents, breathing a bit easier, could look beyond their 

immediate personal needs, and build the inst itutions of a Jewish 

polity - t he synagogues , centers, federations and all others, 

while pouring major support int o the Zionist s t ate, which was 
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their emotional response to the monstrous genocide in Europe. 

Now your turn has come, and you are the first generation 

truly capable of peering into the century ahead, with no 

overburdening challenges from the past, no psychological 

insecurities, no fear of your minority status in this country, no 

crushing unfinished agenda . You are the sons and daughters of a 

proud heritage, with 3 1/2 centuries of unbroken existence on 

this continent and 3 1/2 millennia of continuity behind that . 

Your mission to improve the world for the benefit of all humanity 

must always include the improvement of your own people as well . 

Accepting a burden begins with defining it - getting your 

arms around it lifting its weight and size - gauging your 

strength against its resistance. Your generation has the 

freedom, the power and the affluence to assume any tasks, goals, 

challenges you visualize on the horizon - and to do so with the 

sure knowledge that if you raise your children properly they will 

complete anything you pass on to them unfinished . You are the 

bridge generation that will take the immigrants of the 19th 

century into a golden age of the 21st, if you assess the tasks 

correctly and mobilize your responses strongly enough . 

Here are the major tasks of the century ahead, as I see 

them, gathered under three rubrics of peoplehood, nationhood and 

religion. These represent areas of work, themselves subdivided 
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into specific goals. 

I. PEOPLEHOOD 

A. Reverse the course of the headlong rush toward self

destruction among American Jewry, and to a lesser extent also, 

among other Jewries in the western world . The very 

permissiveness of the freedom we so cherish in the U.S., 

compounded by indifference toward Judaism and assimilation into 

the majority secular culture, both of which tendencies stem from 

almost total ignorance of the history , literature, language, 

philosophy and religion of the Jewish people, have resulted in a 

sky-rocketing rate of intermarriage that is moving with the speed 

of locusts sweeping across a field and destroying everything in 

their path. 

Fear of this phenomenon has spread rapidly because the 

plethora of articles, speeches, conferences and media references 

to the subject has reached all ears. Most of you have already 

heard so much that the very word " intermarriage" has become 

dulled by repetition, and you tend to tune the subject out. But 

that does not result in its disappearance. 

Have you heard any remedies? Parents submit, sometimes 

heavy-heartedly, but no longer sit shiva, as though their child 

had died . Other parents put pressure on the rabbi to perform the 
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marriage ceremony because they want at least that touch of Jewish 

authenticity, and most rabbis, even among the Reform don't want 

to do it. Still other parents demand that their rabbi co

officiate with a Christian clergyman . And all of this is 

accompanied by the plea that the Jewish partner be not further 

driven away as a result of rabbinical rejection. It is a 

terrifying dilemma for most rabbis. 

The only remedial suggestion for adults who do intermarry is 

for the Jewish community to develop a clear policy regarding 

conversion. Mikvehs must be created by all 4 denominations since 

the Orthodox , who are usually in control of the only or most 

desirable mikveh in town, are increasingly refusing to make 

"their" mikveh available for non- Orthodox conversions . A 

vigorous outreach policy must be practiced in synagogues and all 

other communal institutions, welcoming the converts and their 

children . synagogue membership must be graciously offered to 

converts, or even to non- converted spouses who themselves do not 

wish to offend their families by an act of conversion, but who 

are very willing to have their children brought up and educated 

as Jews. Converts should be counted as full members of a minyan, 

called to the Torah for aliyot, bless the candles from the pulpit 

on a Friday evening. 

All this refers to adults who have taken the plunge. 

Preventive work must begin much earlier, when Jewish children are 
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in their teens, in high school and most particularly during the 

college years. Great skill and ingenuity must be invested in Bar 

and Bat mitzvah classes, confirmation classes, summer camps and 

youth groups to explain the value of preserving the Jewish 

heritage and not destroying it by reckless behavior. We 

inoculate our children with various serums to protect them 

against deadly diseases. A run- away epidemic of intermarriage is 

a deadly disease. 

The college campus is a desert barren of widespread or 

significant Jewish influence. With the exception of the work 

being done by a small number of charismatic rabbis (and even 

these are seriously under-funded) there is almost no programming 

widely attracting the almost half million Jewish college youth 

presently enrolled on American campuses. How shocking! The 

B'nai B'rith Hillel system exists in name, but that's about all. 

The once-powerful organization has increased in age and decreased 

in virility. The UJA and the organized Jewish federations of 

America must nourish and fertilize the campuses of America . 

There is no domestic program more important. A radical approach 

is necessary. 

Student activists themselves have been crying for attention 

for almost 25 years. As far back as 1969 at the General Assembly 

of the CJF in Boston, student leaders sought a hearing for their 

message that they were being neglected and warned that their 
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abandonment by the establishment would result in dire 

consequences. Their prophecy was correct, for one of the factors 

leading to the tidal wave of intermarriage today has been the 

lack of a large-scale effort to create a strong sense of Jewish 

identity and loyalty among that most impressionable age group. 

In 1989, at the GA in Cincinnati, twenty years later, the 

student leaders were still demanding the right to address the 

plenary session. It was granted . Their spokesman pleaded 

eloquently for financial and moral support . His battle-cry was 

"Let our people go . . . to Israel on student programs", and he 

announced the formation of the Student Struggle for North 

American Jewry, to fight assimilation on the campus. Theirs was 

a take-off on the Student Struggle for Soviet Jewry, which was so 

effective. 

What has been the result of all this knocking on the doors 

of the adult community? In the words of Josef Abramowitz, the 

now aging student leader, "We felt we had scored a major 

victory. Yet looking back on it, what did Jewish students really 

gain besides a platform for ten minutes? Communal leaders didn't 

change the order of allocations; they didn't invite us to sit on 

their boards . " 

The Baltimore Jewish Times, a fine weekly newspaper, 

reporting on the GA held in Baltimore a few months ago, ended its 
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article quoting Abramowitz: "The words are as applicable today 

as they were in Boston in 1969. The difference is that in 

Baltimore in 1991 there are fewer of us left to repeat them . And 

next year there will be even fewer." 

And you, in this audience, exactly the parents most 

involved, both for the future of your children and the entire 

Jewish population, must interject your concern in a powerful 

manner to the federation hierarchy in your town. 

Forget about the argument, sometimes offered, that even 

where there is a Hillel House, most kids don ' t go there. 

Creative programming will reach widely. Don't think 

conventionally. Invent new ways to get their attention. This 

college age population is close to marriage. This is exactly the 

right time to give deep thought and innovation to the whole 

question of investing serious money and organization in the 

struggle against assimilation among the college population. The 

abandonment of Jewish students must cease . 

Working backward, from adults to young adult students, to 

teenagers, we come down to the elementary school and here there 

is no need to elaborate. All the research shows that a parochial 

school education provides the first and most effective foundation 

of a strong Jewish identity. In addition, a knowledge base is 

built into the child ' s memory which lasts well up into young 
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adulthood. There is simply no comparison between a Day School 

education and a 1, 2, or 3- day supplementary few hours, both as 

to content and mood . 

There are two arguments often given by parents against 

sending their children t o day school, even after admitting that a 

much stronger Jewish consciousness will be developed : one is the 

expense (several thousand dollars per year, per child - and what 

if you have three kids?) a nd the second is the mediocre quality 

of most Day Schools . It is exactly valid arguments such as these 

which must be countered by equally valid solutions . First ly, Day 

School tuition must be complet ely free for t hose who cannot 

afford it , and minimal (a few hundred dollars per family) for 

everyone else. The community must fund its school system - and 

t h is takes serious attention to careful planning and new ideas. 

And secondly, the Jewish Day Schools in your towns must be as 

good as the best Count ry Day School, whether private or chu rch

based . That should be your model - a lovely grassy campus , 

plenty of athletic fields , highest level of secular studies so 

the graduates can gain admission to the finest universities in 

the nation, and full integration of the Jewish and secular 

subjects (French at 8 a . m. , Hebrew a t 9, Math at 10, Bible at 11 , 

etc . ). This school must include pre-K to 12 , carefully divided 

into lower, middle and upper divisions . 
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B. Provide an infrastructure for the Jews who will remain 

in the former Soviet Republics, whose sense of Jewish 

consciousness was awakened in 1967, whose activists started a 

flood of emigration, a half- million of whom have already left, 

mainly for Israel, and some to the U.S., with more than that 

number still to come, but whose residual population will be 

sizable and alert to their Jewish identity . Do we leave them 

alone, or do we help them develop organized communities with all 

the necessaries? This million of Jews will either be drawn in -

if there is an interesting, functioning group of cultural, 

social, religious and educational foci to attract them; or they 

will drift away after a time and lose their sense of uniqueness 

as quickly as they gained it. There is no doubt as to what our 

response must be. It may take a quarter century, but it is a 

miraculous opportunity to strengthen the global Jewish 

peoplehood . If 2000 communities were destroyed in the Shoah, 

perhaps we can build 200 new ones in the former Soviet Union 

which never existed before . It will be one of the glories of 

your generation, a piece of your golden age if you take this on 

and succeed . 

c. Assist French Jewry, nearly three-quarters of a 

million, the fourth largest in the world, to turn itself into a 

modern, organized, Jewish community, pro- Israel and linked to the 

rest of the Jewish world. French Jewry is layered . Its cross 

section would show an ancient element, hundred of years in 
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residence, thoroughly cross- pollinated with catholic spouses. By 

now this group is not large in number, but still very large in 

influence . Many of the older and most prestigious institutions, 

such as the Consistoire, are still dominated by this ancien 

regime . The second layer consists of East European Jews who 

migrated to France between the two world wars in this 20th 

century, bringing with them a strong tradition and a Zionist 

orientation. They are to be found today in the ranks of the 

Israel- oriented organizations . The third layer is Northern 

African, largely Moroccan and Algerian Jews, who arrived in 

France in the late 1950 ' s and 60 ' s . They are still adjusting, 

many still struggling toward financial security. Some of their 

leaders are working toward a relationship with the earlier layer 

of Ashkenazim, and a very few are even challenging the 

Rothschilds for top leadership positions . 

I am not certain that the methods, protocols and forms of 

organization which the American Jewish community has developed in 

the past century are the very best that the human mind could 

create, but I am sure that the French community could advance in 

many areas through an exchange of information with us. American 

Jewish communal leadership knows almost nothing about French 

Jewry . Study missions do not often go there - the French do not 

come here t o learn our experience. Aside from the JDC, which has 

worked productively in France for a half- century, some few 

American organizations maintain skeleton staffs which report back 
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to New York, but do not influence the character of or stimulate 

the growth of French communal life. 

Without being officious or paternalistic we have much to 

offer and should take the initiative, in the most tactful way, of 

developing a master plan, together with their leaders, for 

defining the areas in which we can be helpful. 

It is mandatory that French Jewry, in this coming century, 

move expeditiously toward a much higher level of activity 

regarding education for its children, social services for its 

adults, and fund-raising for Israel. All this represents a 

heightened sense of Jewish identity and pride . If we help them 

now, perhaps they will be able to avoid the frightening 

intermarriage rates that plague us. 

II. NATIONHOOD 

Support of Israel in every imaginable form, has been one of 

the laudable achievements of the American Jewish community, or at 

least that 25% who really care and work at it. The support has 

welled- up from a deeply- felt love of the land and has requested 

nothing in return. The basic fact is that Israel , through its 

extraordinary performance in providing homes for millions of 

immigrants, while defending itself in six wars , achieving self

sufficiency in food and starting an amazing high-tech 
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potentiality, has provided a huge measure of pride to every Jew 

in the world. There could be no greater return than this. 

And so, as we anticipate the celebration of Israel's 

jubilee, just two years before this century ends - we look 

forward naturally to the 21st century and try to anticipate the 

major tasks on her behalf. Everyone of us, since our actions 

have proven us to be among the most caring of the new carers, 

could probably make up the same list . Since that is so, there is 

no need for detailed description - just a listing, not 

necessarily in order of importance. 

1 . Helping the present and future absorption of the Russians 

into Israel. which may well take a decade . This will depend on 

an Israeli Government decision as to priorities . Right now it 

appears that expanding the settlements in the West Bank is #1 and 

creating jobs for the Russians is #2 . If the Israel government 

fails in the absorption task, thus deterring further immigration 

from the ex-Soviet Union , history will charge i t with criminal 

liability . 

2 . Develop a free-market economy, through encouraging 

investments which will create jobs. This will cause a steady 

rise in the GNP and GOP, which in turn raises the standard of 

living. 
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3. Encourage the government to hasten privatization . Selling 

the huge assets it possesses will provide a large cash infusion, 

plus continuous, additional tax revenue. More importantly, such 

a move will swing the economy toward a capitalistic free market, 

which will unleash the forces needed for real growth . 

4. Find ways to dissociate religion from politics ; emphasize 

the necessity for religious pluralism, otherwise the heavy-handed 

monopoly of right- wing Orthodoxy will continue to alienate the 

majority of Israelis and Diaspora Jews alike; and most 

importantly, try to establish religion as an ethical force in 

society, just as the Biblical prophets pleaded millennia ago. 

Some will say that this whole subject is an internal Israeli 

matter, but as we saw in December 1988, when the "Who is a Jew" 

matter was coming to a critical point of decision , every plane to 

Israel was loaded with Jews from the Diaspora coming to explain 

that this was not an internal Israeli matter . A definition was 

being forced which was perceived as affecting millions of Jews 

outside . And the outcry was so severe that the Israeli prime 

minister backed off from written promises he had made to the 

super- Orthodox parties. We should work hard, for Israel's 

benefit, to defuse this whole issue. Judaism is the religion of 

the entire Jewish people, and we should work on the problem 

before other crises blow up, as they surely will. 
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5 . Reform the Electoral System 

You all have read and heard enough about this. The clear 

fact is that coalit ion bargaining in order to form a governmental 

majority places unfair power in the h ands of small parties. 

Paralysis is the resul t . A new election is called. The result 

of the next election in about 90 days will possibly be very close 

to the last one - the two large parties winning somewhere between 

35 - 40 seats each, and the remaining 40 divided up among a dozen 

small parties . Then the ugly pursuit begins all over again -

excessive demands of cabinet seats plus money for favorite 

programs being made by parties which have only 2 or 3 

parliamentary seats . But the prime minister desperately needs 

every vote, so he pays an extraordinary price , which is 

immediately raised by the next fellow with a few seats to sell . 

And on it goes. The separation of rel igion from politics will 

never occur until the electoral process is altered . 

There are many proposals for reform . Let me not go into 

them . The basic principle I wish to put before you is that this 

is a task in which we have an interest, and we should devise a 

process by which our input is made known . 

6 . Making the Country more Attractive 

There are two separate constituencies with a stake in making 

the country more attractive, and two very different definitions 

of the word " attractive." 
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One definition refers to the physical environment, and the 

other refers to the social environment, which includes the 

political and economic systems. 

One constituency is t he Israeli people, going on 5 mi l lion 

now, and possibly reaching six million by the end of the first 

decade of the next century . Regarding the physical environment , 

more and more Israeli citizens can be heard talking about the 

dirt, debris, garbage which blows across empt y l ots, piles up 

against fences, clutters the side of roads and is found in 

courtyards and entrance ways of almost ever y bloc of buildings. 

The country simply is not clean . 

The disregard of cleanliness is probably linked to the lack 

of politeness, which is probably a factor in the fantastic rate 

of driving accidents , etc., etc . The core of unconcern, t he lack 

of reaction to what they see all around them , leads to a curt 

rejoinder - "It's not my problem" or " let the municipality fix 

it," or "if you ' re so concerned , why don't you clean it up. " If 

wars recede, and if I were the Minister of Defense, I would turn 

the army into the major weapon t hrough which to t each cit izen 

responsibility. Three years in the life of an impressionable, 

young adult should be enough t ime to inculcate a sense of 

responsibility toward civic cleanliness, personal politeness and 

safe driving . 
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The other constituency is Diaspora Jewry - for they are the 

challenge of the 21st century. The emerging migrations are 

almost finished, barring some unexpected danger to Jews in some 

isolated zone, which would be handled quickly as Israel has 

always done. Now is the time to look ahead to the mass of Jews 

in the free west and they must be attracted to come. For them, a 

more orderly Israel would indeed be more conducive . 

No one is dissatisfied with Israeli political democracy - it 

is marvelous in so many respects: free speech, assembly and press 

-even in time of frequent war; a functioning court system, with 

immediate access to the supreme Court itself, without going 

through a labyrinth of lower courts; a social welfare system for 

the weak, handicapped , unemployed. Almost the entire second and 

third worlds don't come close even in their dreams to the freedom 

and security which every Israeli takes for granted. 

But here, with this potential pool of olim, the second 

definition of "attractive" is more critical. The economy must be 

decentralized; free competition must provide annual growth 

sufficient to handle the increase of population; parliamentarians 

must be responsible to the district which elects them; the 

government must avoid any system which might lead to its 

paralysis; and there must be civil marriage and divorce. 
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The dissatisfactions of the potential western oleh are 

voiced in regard to the items named above. But these are so 

fundamental as to be actual deterrents . And when there are 

additional minor irritations, such as a surly bureaucracy, 

working in crowded rooms; plus the language problem; plus 

frustrations with minor household repairs; plus, plus, plus -

then the average American Jew who really loves Israel, enjoys 

visiting there, may even have relatives there (and the numbers 

who qualify in this category are scores of thousands - so it is a 

worthwhile pool to pursue) doesn ' t consider Aliyah as an actual 

reasonable possibility - but says, somewhat dreamily, the he will 

consider it after the kids are out of college, married and he and 

his wife might then think of retiring there . Of course, he 

probably won't and they wind up in Florida, Arizona or 

California. 

The ideals of the Zionism I learned in my early teens, 60 

years ago , were constructed on one simple foundation - that the 

Jewish people must build a nation in a country where all would be 

equal and would equally enjoy the necessities and luxuries of 

life, and which would also be a model of a just society that all 

mankind could emulate. These were my expectations right up the 

moment the State of Israel was born. And at the beginning, with 

the absorption of the first millions of needy immigrants, it 

seemed these expectations were being sensitively achieved. 

Today, things are different. We are disappointed . Political 
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considerations prevail above all else: west bank settlement 

takes precedence over Russian immigrant absorption; coalition 

deal- making, especially with the right-wing religious parties, 

takes precedence over breaking the religion- state nexus; 

governmental indecisiveness thwarts economic growth . 

To make Israel more attractive economically, politically and 

socially should be one of the major objectives of our American 

Jewish community in the next quarter century - and the fact is 

that Israel herself will probably do most of the hard work toward 

that objective. We might only have to help with the cosmetics. 

III. RELIGION 

As a result of the Enlightenment and Emancipation which 

began two centuries ago, the two millennial grip which Judaism 

held on the Jewish people was lessened. During the 19~ century, 

rapid changes especially in the natural sciences, created 

intellectual turmoil, social confusion and an unaccustomed 

permissiveness, as Jews reached out to the cultures and 

opportunities now opening to them. New organizational forms of 

the ancient religion resulted. The modern denominations of 

Reform, Orthodox and Conservative, in that order, were born. 

Other turbulent forces included the new scientific research into 

Judaism, the new Zionist movement and the huge waves of 

migrations to America which depleted the Central and Eastern 
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European heartland. All these convulsive changes altered 

previous mind- sets and patterns of ritual practice and synagogue 

attendance . In the hectic pursuit of a new , free life, with its 

thrust toward material advancement old habits of religious 

observance suffered. Within two generations, the hold of the 

Jewish religion on a great portion of the Jewish people weakened. 

Then came the 20~ century with its two catastrophic World 

Wars and t he utterly inconceivable Shoah. This shook the faith 

of many in a God who could allow the slaughter of even more 

millions of human beings than He drowned in the Biblical flood. 

The thought began to grow that if mankind was evil, so might God 

also be evil - or dead - or never existent in the first place 

or not all- powerful. A limited God became the most credible 

theological possibility, if one wished to avoid the ultimate 

rejection of atheism. 

Thus - with weakened observance and diminished belief in 

God ' s power and presence - modern Jews have diminished their 

relationship to their religion. Synagogue membership remains 

high, for a variety of reasons, but is largely a dues-paying 

membership not a vigorously active one. There is a danger here. 

For religion was always one of the defining factors of our 

existence as a people . And if religion disappears from the daily 

life of Jews, the continuity of the peoplehood may be 

jeopardized . Instead of being allowed to wither and fossilize, 
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religion must be revitalized, reinvigorated as a factor and force 

in our communal existence . 

This represents a tremendous challenge . Your generation 

will have to do it. Take part in the governance of the 

rabbinical seminaries : influence the selection of candidates for 

the rabbinate; help shape the curriculum so that the rabbis will 

better understand the laymen and the total communal structure . 

Take a creative role in changing the synagogue , so that it 

becomes an educational center instead of merely a praying and 

preaching place. This goal is not easy to accomplish, but its 

difficulty should not deter you from accepting the challenge. If 

you do not take part in this metamorphosis, I do not know who 

will. 

And so we come to the end of this huge agenda regarding 

peoplehood, nationhood and religion which I have placed before 

you. It is so seminal, so determinative of the future of our 

faith and fellowship, so absolutely crucial, that you have the 

right to cry out and ask why I place such a burden upon you. The 

answer is quite simple . You were, are and will always remain a 

specially chosen group of men and women who accepted the proud 

designation of leadership . Such a title connotes obligations. 

You were selected to assume the highest order of duty and service 

and performance on behalf of your people, nation and faith. You 
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started out as young leaders, are now older, and will never 

escape from that role of responsibility. 

I understand well that there are peaks and troughs in your 

ability to serve, your enthusiasm, your understanding of the 

complex issues at stake . And I understand that as the years roll 

on, there is bound to be some flagging, some lessening of 

tension, some boredom in the ranks even of leaders. But when all 

the challenges coalesce into one defining moment of history which 

is a clear crossroads toward success or failure, then all excuses 

must be put aside, and once again the fire bell clangs and the 

firepersons must respond. 

Thi s i s such a moment. The future shape of Israel hangs i n 

the balance - she either becomes a model of the great and 

glorious society which the Biblical prophets envisioned, or she 

becomes just another small state offering no particular 

inspiration for its own citizens or mankind. The future of 

millions of Russian Jews is at stake - they either are redeemed 

and successfully absorbed into the body politic of the renewed 

Jewish people, which rescues them personally and strengthens our 

whole people immeasurably, or they will drift back into the 

anonymous mass of the ex- soviet republics and may be lost 

forever. And the future of our religion is at stake - it either 

assumes its place once again as a source of inspiration toward 

the making of a better world, or it withers away into the discard 
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and we Jews are left without a vision to guide us and an engine 

to drive us. 

Create new instruments to deal with these goals. You will 

need several task forces to study the basic problems and 

determine courses of action: 

1. A task force to create a superior parochial high school 

in your town . 

2. A task force to create creative teen-age and young 

adult programs in your town. 

3. A task force to create an inspiring center for Jewish 

life on the college campus in your town. Bnai Brith 

Hillel is bankrupt and defunct. They can ' t do it . 

Build a structure based on your local strength. 

These three youth-oriented programs are part of the bulwark 

against the rampant raging force of intermarriage, which is 

overwhelming us. 

Also: 

4. A task force to re-invigorate and re- orient the 

synagogue as a source of adult education, for Jews by 
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birth and Jews by conversion, in which area we must 

work much more vigorously. 

5. A task force on creating a communal infrastructure for 

ex- Soviet Jews who will remain in the Commonwealth of 

Independent States . 

6. A task force on strengthening French Jewry, which is 

terra incognita , since we know very little about it, 

and it is the fourth largest member of our family. 

7 . Lastly, and most precious of all, a task force on how 

to impact the future of Israel, that precious vessel . 

You must respond to the fire bell. And I know you can, 

because you have before , at previous crucial moments of war and 

great migrations and vast dangers. You know how to lead, to 

inspire others, to work with ingenuity and sweat and 

tirelessness . Once again, assume the harness, place the yoke 

upon your shoulders, report for duty . Challenge your elders, 

make revolutions, take over the authority. So long as these 

goals I lay before you are the worthy causes to which you pledge 

your lives, your honor and your fortune, they transcend all 

bureaucratic obstacles, they validate your impatience, they 

justify any revolution you wish to make in order to advance 

toward their fulfillment . 
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I have always believed in your capability to make history, 

since the day I created this movement - a third of a century ago , 

and I continue to believe that you will always rise and respond 

when you feel the invisible tug of history pulling at your 

conscience. To arms - ladies and gentlemen - the future is in 

your hands. God bless you all forever and ever. 
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MAJOR GOALS FOR THE CENTURY AHEAD 

by Rabbi Herbert A. Friedman 

Dear friends, colleagues, guests, 

I come to you today, with a call to arms, to put before you 

what I conceive to be the major goals for the century ahead, 

knowing that you have the necessary time left in your lives to 

take giant steps toward the achievement of these goals. 

Most of you, the students in this program, are third 

generation born in this country, and many are even fourth 

generation. You have the double blessing and advantage of a 

secure rootedness in your American identity, plus the strength of 

your Jewish identity created through exposure to Israel, the 

Holocaust, your education in Judaism, and your work in the 

community. Your grandparents struggled through their immigrant 

experience here, speaking and thinking with the accents of 

Eastern Europe, while modernizing their religious habits, and 
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gradually lessening their fears of the Gentile . Your parents , 

breathing a bit easier, could look beyond their immediate 

personal needs, and build the institutions of a Jewish polity -

the synagogues, c enters, f ederations and all others, while 

pouring major support into the Zionist state, which was their 

emotional response to the monstrous genocide in Europe . 

Now y our turn has come, a nd you are the first generation 

truly c apable of peering i nto the century ahead, with no 

overburdening challenges from the past , no psychological 

insecurities , no fear of your minority s tatus in this country, no 

crushing unfinished agenda . You a re the sons and daughters of a 

proud heritage, with 3 1/2 centuries o f unbroken existence on 

this continent and 3 1/2 millennia of continuity before that . 

Your missio n to improve the world for the benefit of all humanity 

must alwa y s include the improvement of your own people as well . 

Here a re the major tasks of the century ahead, a s I see 

them, g athered under three rubrics of peoplehood, nationhood and 

rel igion. 

I . PEOPLEBOOD 

A. Reverse the course of the headlong rush toward self

destruction among American Jewry, and to a lesser e xtent a lso, 

among other Jewries in the western world . The very 
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permissiveness of the freedom we so cher ish in the U.S., 

c ompounded by indiffer ence toward Judaism and assimilation into 

the ma jority secular culture, both of which tendencies stem f rom 

almost total ignorance of the history, l iter ature, language, 

philosophy and religion of the Jewish people , have resulted in a 

sky- rocketing rate of intermarriage that i s moving with the speed 

of locusts sweeping acr oss a field and destroying everything in 

their path . 

Have you heard of any remedies? Parents submit, sometimes 

heavy- heartedly , but no longer sit shiva, a s though their child 

had died . Other parents even go so far as to put p ressure on the 

rabbi to perform the intermarriage ceremony because they want at 

least that touch of Jewish a uthenticity, a nd most rabbis, 

i ncluding Re form don't want to do it. Still other parents demand 

that their r abbi co- officiate with a Christian clergyman . And 

all of t his is accompanied by the plea that the Jewish partner be 

not further d riven away as a result of rabbinical rejection. It 

is a terrifying dilemma for most rabbis. 

The only remedial s uggestion for adults who do intermarry is 

for the Jewish community to develop a clear policy regarding 

conversion, including that of new-born c hildren. A vigorous 

outreach policy must be practiced in synagogues a nd all other 

communal i nstitutions, welcoming the converts a nd their children . 

Synagogue membership must be graciously offered to converts, o r 
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even to non-converted spouses who themselves do not wish to 

offend their o riginal families by a n act o f conversion, but who 

are per fectly willing to have their children brought u p and 

educated a s Jews . converts should be counted a s full members of 

a minyan, call ed to the Torah for aliyot, bless the candles from 

the pulpit on a Friday evening. 

Al l the above refers to adults who have taken the plunge, 

a nd i ntermarried. Preventive work must begin much earlier, when 

J ewish children are in their teens, in high school a nd most 

par~icularly during the college years. Great skill a nd ingenuity 

must be invested in Bar and Bat mitzvah classes, confirmation 

classes, SUlillller camps and youth groups to explain the value of 

preserving the Jewish heritage a nd not destroying i t by reckless 

behavior. We inoculate our c hildren with various serums to 

protect the m against deadly diseases. A run-away epidemic of 

int ermarriage is a deadly disease. 

The college campus is a desert barre n of widespread or 

significant Jewish influence . With the exception of the work 

being done by a small number of char ismatic rabbis (and even 

these are s eriously under-funded) there is almost no programming 

widely attract ing the almost half million Jewish college youth 

presently enrolled on American campuses. How shocking! The 

B'nai B'rith Hillel system exists in name, but that's about all . 

The once-powerful organization has increased i n age a nd decreased 
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in virility . A new Hillel organization is sprouting. It needs 

volunteer leaders. The UJA and the organized Jewish Federations 

of America must nourish and fertilize the campuses of America. 

The CJF is now planning to address the problem. There is no 

domestic program more important. A radical approach is 

necessary. All of you must get involved in it . 

s tudent activists themselves have been crying for attention 

for almost 25 years. As far back as 1969 at the General Assembly 

of the CJF i n Boston, student leaders sought a hearing for their 

message that they were being neglected a nd warned that their 

abandonment by the establishment would result in dire 

consequences. Their prophecy was correct, for one of the factors 

leading to the tidal wave of intermarriage today has been the 

lack of a large- scale effort to create a strong sense of Jewish 

identity and l oyalty among that most impressionable age g roup 

revolving through the campuses of America. 

In 1989, at the GA in Cincinnati, twenty years later, the 

student leaders were still demanding the right to address the 

plenary session. I t was granted. Their spokesman pleaded 

eloquently f or financial and moral support. His battle-cry was 

"Let our people go ... to Israel on student programs11 , a nd he 

announced the formation of the Student Struggle for North 

American Jewry, to fight a ssimilation on the campus . Theirs was 
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a take-off on the Student struggle for soviet Jewry, which was so 

effective. 

What has been the result of all this knocking on the doors 

of the adult community? In the words of Josef Abramowitz, the 

now aging student leader, "We felt we had scored a major 

v ictory. Yet looking back on it, what did Jewish students really 

gain besides a platform for ten minutes? communal leaders didn't 

change the order of allocations; they didn't invite us to sit on 

their boards." 

The Baltimore Jewish Times, a fine weekly newspaper, 

reporting on the GA held in Baltimore a few months ago, ended its 

article quoting Abramowitz: "The words are as applicable today 

a s they were in Boston in 19 69. The difference i s that i n 

Baltimore in 1991 there a re fewer o f us left to repeat them. And 

next year t here will be even fewer." 

And y ou, i n this audience, e xactly the parents most 

i nvolved, both for the future of your children and the entire 

J ewish population, must i nterject your concern in a powerful 

manner to the federation h ierarchy i n your town. 

Forget about the argument, s ometimes offered, that even 

where there i s a Hillel House, most k ids don't go there. 

creative programming will reach widely. Don't think 
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conventionally . I nvent new ways to get t heir attention. This 

college age population is close to marriage. This is exactly the 

right time to give deep thought and innovation to the whole 

question of investing serious money a nd o rganization in the 

s truggle against a ssimilation among the college population. The 

abandonment of Jewish students must cease . 

Working backward, f rom adults to young adult college 

students, to teenagers, we come down to the elementary school and 

here there is no need to elaborate. All the research shows that 

a parochial school education p rovides the first a nd most 

effective foundation for a s trong Jewish i dentity. I n addition, 

a knowledge base is built into the child ' s memory which lasts 

well up into young adulthood . There is simply no comparison 

bet ween a Day School education and a 1, 2, o r 3-day supplementa r y 

few hours, both as to content a nd mood. 

There are two a rguments often given by parents against 

sending their children to day school , even after admitting that a 

much stronge r J ewish consciousness wil l be developed : one is the 

e xpense (sever al thousand dollars per year, per child - and what 

if you have three kids? ) and the second is the mediocre quality 

of many Day Schools . These a r guments a re valid and must be 

countered by equally valid solut ions. Firstly, Day School 

tuition must b e completely free for those who cannot afford it, 

and minimal (a few hundred dollars per family) for everyone else . 
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The community must fund its school system - and this takes 

serious attention to careful planning and new ideas. And 

secondly, the Jewish Day Schools in your towns must be as good as 

the best Country Day School, whether private or church- based . 

That should be your model - a lovely grassy campus, plenty of 

a thletic fields, highest level of secular studies so the 

graduates can gain admission to the finest universities in the 

land, and full integration of the Jewish and secular subjects 

(French at 8 a.m., Hebr ew at 9, Math at 10, Bible at 11, etc . ) . 

This school must include pre-K to 12, carefully divided into 

lower, middle and upper divisions . 

All the above dealt with reversing the course of 

assimilation in the United States . Additional thoughts about 

peoplehood take us abroad. 

B. Provide an infrastructure for the Jews who will remain 

in the fo rmer Soviet Republics, whose sense of Jewish 

consciousness was awakened in 1967, whose activists started a 

f lood of emigration, a half-million of whom have already left, 

from 1971 till today , mainly for Israel, a nd some to the U.S., 

with more than that number still to come, but whose residual 

population in the ex- Soviet Union will be sizable. This 

population is now alert to i ts Jewish identity. Do we leave them 

alone, o r do we help them develop organized communities with all 

the necessaries? This multitude of Jews will either be drawn in 
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to a Jewish life - if there is an interesting, funct ioning group 

of cultural, social, religious and educational foci to attract 

them: or they will drift away after a time and lose their sense 

of uniqueness as quickly as they gained it. There is no doubt a s 

to what our response must be. It may take a quarter century, but 

it is a miraculous opportunity to strengthen the global Jewish 

peoplehood . If 2000 communities were destroyed in the Shoah, 

perhaps we can build 200 new ones in the former Soviet Union 

which never existed before. It will be one of the glories of 

your generation, a piece of the American Golden Age if you take 

this on and succeed. 

c. Assist French Jewry, nearly three- quarters of a 

million, the fourth largest in the world, to turn itself into a 

modern, organized, Jewish community, pro-Israel and linked to the 

rest of the Jewish world . French Jewry is layered . Its cross 

section would show an ancient element, hundred of years in 

residence, thoroughly cross- pollinated with Catholic spouses. By 

now this group is not large in number, but still very large in 

influence. Many of the older and most prestigious institutions, 

such as the Consistoire, are still dominated by this ancien 

regime. The second layer consists of East European Jews who 

migrated to France between the two world wars in this 20th 

century, bringing with them a strong tradition and a Zionist 

orientation. They are to be found today in the ranks of the 

Israel- oriented organizat ions . The third layer is Northern 
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African, largely Moroccan and Algerian Jews, who arrived in 

France in the late 1950 ' s and 60's . They are still adjusting, 

many still struggling toward financial security. Some of their 

leaders are working toward a relationship with the earlier layer 

of Ashkenazim, and a very few are even challenging the 

Rothschilds for top leadership positions . 

American Jewish commu nal leader s h ip knows almost nothing 

about French Jewry. study miss ions do not oft en go there - the 

French do not come her e to lear n our experience . Aside from the 

JDC, which has wor ked product ively in France for a half- century, 

some few American o r ganizations maintain skeleton staffs which 

report back to New York, but do not influence the character of or 

stimulate the growth of French communa l life. 

Without being officious or paternalistic the American Jewish 

polity has much to offer a nd should take the initiative, i n the 

most tactful way, of developing a master plan, together with 

French leaders, for d efining the areas in which we c an be 

he lpful . 

II . NATIONHOOD 

Support of Israel in every imaginable form, has been one of 

the laudable achieveme nts of the American Jewish community, o r at 
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least the 25% who really care and work at it . The support has 

welled- up from a deeply- felt love of the land and has requested 

nothing in return. The basic fact is that Israel, through its 

extraordinary performance in providing homes for millions of 

immigrants, while defending itself in six wars, achieving self

sufficiency in food and starting an amazing high- tech industrial 

potentiality, has provided a huge measure of pride to every J ew 

in the world. There could be no g r eater return than this. 

Here are some things which the new government will address, 

i n which we can assist : 

1 . Concentrate o n the present a nd future absorption of the 

Russians i nto Israel , which may well take a decade . If the 

Israel government a nd we fail in the absorption task, thus 

deterring further i mmigration from the ex- soviet Union, history 

will charge i t and us with criminal liability. 

2 . Develop a free - market e conomy, through encouraging 

i nvestments which will create jobs. This will cause a steady 

rise in the GNP and GDP, which in turn will raise the standard of 

l iving . 

3 . Encourage the government to hasten privatization . Selling 

the huge assets it possesses will provide a large cash infusion, 

plus continuous, additional tax revenue. More importantly, such 
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a move will swing the economy toward a capitalistic free market, 

which will unleash the forces needed for real growth. 

4. Find ways to dissociate religion from politics; emphasize 

the necessity for religious pluralism, otherwise the heavy- handed 

monopoly of right-wing orthodoxy will continue to alienate the 

majority of Israelis and Diaspora Jews alike; and most 

importantly, try to establish religion as an ethical for ce in 

society, j ust as the Biblical prophets pleaded millennia ago. 

5 . Reform the Electoral System 

There are many proposals for reform. Let me not go into the 

details. The basic principle I wish to put before you is that 

making the government more responsive to the will of the people 

i s a task i n which we have a n interest, and we should devise a 

process by which our input i s made known. 

6 . Making the Country more Attractive 

Diaspora Jewry - is the challenge of the 21st century. Now 

is the time to look ahead to the mass of Jews i n the f ree west 

and they must be a ttracted to come . They will not be pushed to 

Israel by troubles in their home countries. They will be pulled 

to Israel if the conditions are right. 

No one is dissatisfied with Israeli political d emocracy - it 

is marvelous in so many respects: free s peech, a ssembly and press 
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-even in time of frequent war; a functioning court system, with 

immediate access to the Supreme Court itself, without going 

through a labyrinth of lower courts; a social welfare system for 

the weak, handicapped, unemployed . The countries of the second 

and third worlds don't come close even in their dreams to the 

freedom and social security which every Israeli takes for 

g ranted. 

But for the potential pool of western olim, additional 

factors go into the definition of "attractive": the economy must 

be decentralized ; free competition must p rovide annual growth 

s ufficient to handle the increase of population ; parliamentarians 

must be responsible to the district which elects them ; the 

government mus t reform those systems which have led to its 

paralysis; and ther e must be civil marriage and divorce . 

To make Israel more attractive economically, politically and 

socially should be one of the major objectives of our American 

Jewish c ommunity in the next quarter century - and the fact is 

that Israel herself will probably do most of the hard work toward 

that objective . We may only have to help with the cosmetics. 

III. RELIGION 

As a result of the Enlightenment a nd Emancipation which 
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began two centuries ago, the two millennial grip which Judaism 

held on the Jewish people has lessened. During the 19th century, 

rapid changes especially in the natural sciences, created 

intellectual turmoil, social confusion and an unaccustomed 

permissiveness, as Jews reached out to the cultures and 

opportunities now opening to them. New organizational forms of 

the ancient religion resulted. The modern denominations of 

Reform , Orthodox and Conservative, in that order, were born. 

Other turbulent forces included the new scientific research into 

Judaism , the new Zionist movement and the huge waves of 

migrations to America which depleted the Central and Eastern 

European heartland. All these convulsive changes altered 

previous mind-sets and patterns of ritual practice and synagogue 

attendance . In the hectic pursuit of a new, free life, with its 

thrust toward material advancement old habits of religious 

observance suffered. Within two generations, the hold of the 

Jewish religion on a great portion of the Jewish people weakened. 

Then came the 20th century with its two catastrophic World 

Wars and the utterly inconceivable Shoah. This shook the faith 

of many who felt that God today had permitted the slaughter of 

even more millions of human beings than that God had drowned in 

the Biblical flood . The thought began to grow that if mankind 

was evil, so might God also be evil - or dead - or never existent 

in the first place - or not all-powerful. A limited God became a 

most credible modern theological possibility, if one wished to 
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avoid the ultimate rejection called atheism. 

Thus - with weakened observance and diminished belief in 

God's power and presence - modern Jews have diminished their 

relationship to their religion . Synagogue membership remains 

high, for a variety of reasons, but is largely a dues-paying 

membership not a vigorously active one. There is a danger here. 

For religion was always one of the defining factors of our 

existence as a people. And if religion disappears from the daily 

l ife of Jews, the continuity of the peoplehood may be 

j eopardized. I nstead of being allowed to wither a nd fossilize, 

religion must be revitalized, reinvigorated as a factor and fo rce 

in our communal existence . 

This represents a tremendous challenge. Your gener ation 

will have to do it . Take part in the governance of the 

rabbinical seminaries: influence the selection of candidates fo r 

the rabbinate as the Wexner Foundation is doing; help shape the 

curriculum so that the rabbis will better understand the laymen 

and the total communal structure. Take a creative role in 

changing the synagogue, so that it becomes an educational center 

instead of merely a praying and preaching place. This goal is 

not easy to accomplish, but its difficulty should not deter you 

from accepting the challenge. If you do not take part in this 

metamorphosis, I do not know who will . 
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And so we come to the end of this huge agenda regarding 

peoplehood, nationhood and religion which I have placed before 

you. It is so seminal, so determinative of the future of our 

faith and fellowship, so absolutely crucial, that you have the 

right to cry out and ask why I place such a burden upon you. The 

answer is quite simple. You were, are and will always remain a 

specially chosen group of men and women who accepted the proud 

designation of leadership. Such a title connotes obligations. 

You were selected to assume the highest order of duty and service 

and performance on behalf of your people, nation and faith . 

I understand well that ther e are peaks and troughs in your 

ability to serve, your enthusiasm, your understanding of the 

complex issues at stake. And I understand that as the years roll 

on, there is bound to be some flagging, some lessening of 

tension, some boredom in the ranks even of leaders. But when all 

the challenges coalesce into one defining moment of history which 

is a clear crossroads toward success or failure, then all excuses 

must be put aside, and once again the fire bell clangs and you -

the fi repersons - must respond. 

This is such a moment. The future shape of Israel hangs in 

the balance - she either becomes a model of the great and 

glorious society which the Biblical prophets envisioned, or she 

b ecomes just another small state offering no particular 

inspiration for its own citizens or mankind. The future of 
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millions of Russian Jews is at stake - they either are redeemed 

and successfully absorbed into the body politic of the renewed 

Jewish people, which rescues them personally and strengthens our 

whole people immeasurably, or they will drift back into the 

anonymous mass of the ex- soviet republics and may be lost 

forever. And the future of our religion is at stake - it either 

assumes its place once again as a source of inspiration toward 

the making of a better world, or it withers away into the discard 

and we Jews will be left without a vision to guide us and an 

engine to drive us . 

Create new instruments to deal with these goals . You will 

need to study the basic problems and determine courses of action: 

l . A task force to create a superior parochial high school 

in your town. 

2. A task force to create creative teen-age and young 

adult programs in your town . 

3 . A task force to create an inspiring center for Jewish 

life on the college campus in your town. 

These three youth- oriented programs are part of the bulwark 

against the rampant raging force of intermarriage, which is 

overwhelming us. 
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Also: 

4. A task force to re-invigorate and re- orient the 

synagogue as a source of adult education, for Jews by 

birth and Jews by conversion, in which area we must 

work much more vigorously. 

5. A task force on creating a communal infrastructure for 

ex- Soviet Jews who will remain in the Commonwealth of 

Independent States. 

6 . A task force on strengthening French Jewry, which is 

terra incognita, since we know very little about it, 

and it is the fourth largest member of our family. 

7. Lastly, a nd most precious o f a ll, a task force on how 

to impact the future of Israel, that precious vessel . 

Challenge your elders, make revolutions, take over the 

authority . So long as these goals I lay before you are 

the worthy causes to which you pledge your lives, your 

honor and your fortune, they transcend all bureaucratic 

obstacles, they validate your impatience, they justify 

any revolution you wish to make in order to advance 

toward their fulfillment. 
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MAJOR GOALS FOR THE CENTURY AHEAD 

by Rabbi Herbert A. Friedman 

Dear friends, colleagues, guests, 

I come to you today, with a call to arms, to put before you 

what I conceive to be the major goals for the century ahead, 

knowing that you have the necessary time left in your lives to 

take giant steps toward the achievement of these goals . 

Most of you, the students in this program, are third 

generation born in this country, and many are even fourth 

generation. You have the double blessing and advantage of a 

secure rootedness in your American identity, plus the strength of 

your Jewish identity created through exposure to Israel, the 

Holocaust, your education in Judaism, and your work in the 

community. Your grandparents struggled through their immigrant 

experience here, speaking and thinking with the accents of 

Eastern Europe, while modernizing their religious habits, and 
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gradually lessening their fears of the Gentile . Your parents, 

breathing a bit easier, could look beyond their immediate 

personal needs, and build the institutions of a Jewish polity -

the synagogues, centers , federations and all others, while 

pouring major support into the Zionist state , which was their 

emotional response to the monstrous genocide in Europe. 

Now your turn has come, and you are the first generation 

truly capable of peering into the century ahead, with no 

overburdening challenges from the past, no psychological 

insecurities, no fear of your minority status in this country, no 

crushing unfinished agenda. You are the sons and daughters of a 

proud heritage, with 3 1/2 centuries of unbroken existence on 

this continent and 3 1/2 millennia of continuity before that. 

Your mission to improve the world for the benefit of all humanity 

must always include the improvement of your own people as well. 

Here are the major tasks of the century ahead, as I see 

them, gathered under three rubrics of peoplehood, nationhood and 

religion . 

I. PEOPLEHOOD 

A. Reverse the course of the headlong rush toward self

destruction among American Jewry, and to a lesser extent also, 

among other Jewries in the western world . The very 
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permissiveness of the freedom we so cherish in the U.S ., 

compounded by indifference toward Judaism and assimilation into 

the majority secular culture, both of which tendencies stem from 

almost total ignorance of the history, literature, language, 

philosophy and religion of the Jewish people, have resulted in a 

sky- rocketing rate of intermarriage that is moving with the speed 

of locusts sweeping across a field and destroying everything in 

their path. 

Have you heard of any remedies? Parents submit, sometimes 

heavy- heartedly, but no longer sit shiva , as though their child 

had died. Other parents even go so far as to put pressure on the 

rabbi to perform the intermarriage ceremony because they want at 

least that touch of Jewish authenticity, and most rabbis, 

including Reform don ' t want to do it . Still other parents demand 

that their rabbi co- officiate with a Christian clergyman . And 

all of this is accompanied by the plea that the Jewish partner be 

not further driven away as a result of rabbinical rejection . It 

is a terrifying dilemma for most rabbis. 

The only remedial suggestion for adults who do intermar ry is 

for the Jewish community to develop a clear policy regarding 

conversion, including that of new- born children . A vigorous 

outreach policy must be practiced in synagogues and all other 

communal institutions, welcoming the converts and their children. 

Synagogue membership must be graciously offered to converts, or 
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even to non-converted spouses who themselves do not wish to 

offend their original families by an act of conversion, but who 

are perfectly willing to have their children brought up and 

educated as Jews. converts should be counted as full members o f 

a minyan, called to the Torah for aliyot, bless the candles from 

the pulpit on a Friday evening . 

All the above refers to adults who have taken the plunge, 

and intermarried. Preventive work must begin much earlier, when 

Jewish children are in their teens, in high school and most 

particularly during the college years . Great skill and ingenui t y 

must be invested in Bar and Bat mitzvah classes, confirmation 

classes, summer camps and youth groups to explain the value of 

preserving the Jewish heritage and not destroying it by reckless 

behavior . We inoculate our children with various serums to 

protect them against deadly diseases. A run-away epidemic of 

intermarriage is a deadly disease. 

The college campus is a desert barren of widespread or 

significant Jewish i nfluence. With the exception of the work 

being d one by a smal l number of charismatic rabbis (and even 

these are seriously under-funded) there is almost no programming 

widely attracting the almost half million Jewish college youth 

presently enrolled on American campuses. How shocking! The 

B'nai B'rith Hillel system exists in name, but that's about all. 

The once- powerful organization has increased in age and decreased 
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in virility . A new Hillel organization is sprouting. It needs 

volunteer leaders. The UJA and the organized Jewish Federations 

of America must nourish and fertilize the campuses of America. 

The CJF is now planning to address the problem. There is no 

domestic program more important. A radical approach is 

necessary. All of you must get involved in it. 

Student activists themselves have been crying for attention 

for almost 25 years . As far back as 1969 at the General Assembly 

of the CJF in Boston, student leaders sought a hearing for their 

message that they were being neglected and warned that their 

abandonment by the establishment would result in dire 

consequences . Their prophecy was correct, for one of the factors 

leading to the tidal wave of intermarriage today has been the 

lack of a large- scale effort to create a strong sense of Jewish 

identity and loyalty among that most impressionable age group 

revolving through the campuses of America. 

In 1989, at the GA in Cincinnati, twenty years later, the 

student leaders were still demanding the right to address the 

plenary session. It was granted . Their spokesman pleaded 

eloquently for financial and moral support. His battle- cry was 

"Let our people go . . . to Israel on student programs", and he 

announced the formation of the Student Struggle for North 

American Jewry, to fight assimilation on the campus. Theirs was 
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a take-off on the Student struggle for soviet Jewry, which was so 

effective. 

What has been the result of all this knocking on the doors 

of the adult community? In the words of Josef Abramowitz, the 

now aging student leader, "We fel t we had scored a major 

victory. Yet looking back on it, what did Jewish students really 

gain besides a platform for ten minutes? communal leaders didn't 

change the order of allocations; they didn ' t invite us to sit on 

their boards ." 

The Baltimore Jewish Times, a fine weekly newspaper, 

reporting on the GA held in Baltimore a few months ago, ended its 

article quoting Abramowitz : "The words are as applicable today 

as they were in Boston in 1969 . The difference is that in 

Baltimore in 1991 there are fewer of us left to repeat them . And 

next year there will be even fewer." 

And you, in this audience, exactly the parents most 

involved, both for the future of your children and the entire 

Jewish population, must interject your concern in a powerful 

manner to the federation hierarchy in your town. 

Forget about the argument, sometimes offered, that even 

where there is a Hillel House, most kids don ' t go there. 

Creative programming will reach widely. Don't think 
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conventionally . Invent new ways to get their attention. This 

college age population is close to marriage . This is exactly the 

right time to give deep thought and innovation to the whole 

question of investing serious money and organization in the 

struggle against assimilation among the college population. The 

abandonment of Jewish students must cease. 

Working backward, from adults to young adult college 

students, to teenagers, we come down to the elementary school and 

here there is no need to elaborate. All the research shows that 

a parochial school education provides the first and most 

effective foundation for a strong Jewish identity. In addition, 

a knowledge base is built into the child ' s memory which lasts 

wall up into young adulthood. Ther e is simply no comparison 

between a Day School education and a 1, 2 , or 3- day supplementary 

few hours, both as to content and mood . 

There are two arguments often given by parents against 

sending their children to day school, even after admitting that a 

much stronger Jewish consciousness will be developed: one is the 

expense (several thousand dollars per year, per child - and what 

if you have three kids?) and the second is the mediocre quality 

of many Day Schools. These arguments are valid and must be 

countered by equally valid solutions. Firstly, Day School 

tuition must be completely free for those who cannot afford it, 

and minimal (a few hundred dollars per family) for everyone else. 
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The community must fund its school system - and this takes 

serious attention to careful planning and new ideas. And 

secondly, the Jewish Day Schools in your towns must be as good as 

the best Country Day School, whether private or church- based . 

That should be your model - a lovely grassy campus, plenty of 

athletic fields, highest level of secular studies so the 

graduates can gain admission to the finest universities in the 

land, and full integration of the Jewish and secular subjects 

(French at 8 a . m., Hebrew at 9, Mat h at 10, Bible at 11, etc. ) . 

This school must include pre-K to 12, carefully divided into 

lower, middle and upper divisions. 

All the above dealt with reversing the course of 

assimilation in the United States. Additional thoughts about 

peoplehood take us abroad. 

B. Provide an infrastructure for the Jews who will remain 

in the former Soviet Republics, whose sense of Jewish 

consciousness was awakened in 1967 , whose activists started a 

flood of emigration, a half- million of whom have already left, 

from 1971 till today, mainly for Israel, and some to the U.S., 

with more than that number still to come, but whose residual 

population in the ex- Soviet Union will be sizable. This 

population is now alert to its Jewish identity. Do we leave them 

alone, o r do we help them develop organized communities with all 

the necessaries? This multitude of Jews will either be drawn in 
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to a Jewish life - if there is an interesting, functioning group 

of cultural, social, religious and educational foci to attract 

them; or they will drift away after a time and lose their sense 

of uniqueness as quickly as they gained it. There is no doubt as 

to what our response must be. It may take a quarter century, but 

it is a miraculous opportunity to strengthen the global Jewish 

peoplehood. If 2000 communities were destroyed in the Shoah, 

perhaps we can build 200 new ones in the former Soviet Union 

which never existed before. It will be one of the glories of 

your generation, a piece of the American Golden Age if you take 

this on and succeed. 

C. Assist French Jewry , nearly three- quarters of a 

million, the fourth largest in the world, to turn itself into a 

modern, organized, Jewish community, pro- Israel and linked to the 

rest of the Jewish world. French Jewry is layered. Its cross 

section would show an ancient element, hundred of years in 

residence, thoroughly cross- pollinated with Catholic spouses . By 

now this group is not large in number, but still very large in 

influence . Many of the older and most prestigious institutions , 

such as the Consistoire, are still dominated by this ancien 

regime. The second layer consists of East European Jews who 

migrated to France between the two world wars in this 20th 

century, bringing with them a strong tradition and a Zionist 

orientation. They are to be found today in the ranks of the 

Israel-oriented organizations. The third layer is Northern 
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African, largely Moroccan and Algerian Jews, who arrived in 

France in the late 1950's and 60's. They are still adjusting, 

many still struggling toward financial security. Some of their 

leaders are working toward a relationship with the earlier layer 

of Ashkenazim, and a very few are even challenging the 

Rothschilds for top leadership positions. 

American Jewish communal leadership knows almost nothing 

about French Jewry. Study missions do not often go there - the 

French do not come here to learn our experience. Aside from the 

JDC, which has worked productively in France for a half- century, 

some few American organizations maintain skeleton staffs which 

report back to New York, but do not influence the character of or 

stimulate the growth of French communal life. 

Without being officious or paternalistic the American Jewish 

polity has much to offer and should take the initiative, in the 

most tactful way, of developing a master plan, together with 

French leaders, for defining the areas in which we can be 

helpful. 

II. NATIONHOOD 

Support of Israel in every imaginable form, has been one of 

the laudable achievements of the American Jewish community, or at 
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least the 25% who really care and work at it. The support has 

welled- up from a deeply- felt love of the land and has requested 

nothing in return. The basic fact is that Israel, through its 

extraordinary performance in providing homes for millions of 

immigrants, while defending itself in six wars, achieving self

sufficiency in food and starting an amazing high-tech industrial 

potentiality, has provided a huge measure of pride to every Jew 

in the world . There could be no greater return than this. 

Here are some things which the new government will address, 

in which we can assist: 

1. Concentrate on the present and future absorption of the 

Russians into Israel. which may well take a decade . If the 

Israel government a nd we fail in the absorption task, thus 

deterring further immigration from the ex- Soviet Union, history 

will charge it and us with criminal liability. 

2. Develop a free- market economy, through encouraging 

investments which will create jobs. This will cause a steady 

rise in the GNP and GDP, which in turn will raise the standard of 

living. 

3. Encourage the government to hasten privatization . Selling 

the huge assets it possesses will provide a large cash infusion, 

plus continuous, additional tax revenue . More importantly, such 
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a move will swing the economy toward a capitalistic free market, 

which will unleash the forces needed for real growth. 

4. Find ways to dissociate religion from politics; emphasize 

the necessity for religious pluralism, otherwise the heavy-handed 

monopoly of right-wing Orthodoxy will continue to alienate the 

majority of Israelis and Diaspora Jews alike; and most 

importantly, try to establish religion as an ethical force in 

society, just as the Biblical prophets pleaded millennia ago. 

5 . Reform the Electoral System 

There are many proposals for reform. Let me not go into the 

details. The basic principle I wish to put before you is that 

making the government more responsive to the will of the people 

is a task in which we have an interest, and we should devise a 

process by which our input is made known. 

6. Making the country more Attractive 

Diaspora Jewry - is the challenge of the 21st century . Now 

is the time to look ahead to the mass of Jews in the free west 

and they must be attracted to come . They will not be pushed to 

Israel by troubles in their home countries. They will be pulled 

to Israel if the conditions are right. 

No one is dissatisfied with Israeli political democracy - it 

is marvelous in so many respects: free speech, assembly and press 
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-even in time of frequent war; a functioning court system, with 

immediate access to the supreme Court itself, without going 

through a labyrinth of lower courts; a social welfare system for 

the weak, handicapped, unemployed. The countries of the second 

and third worlds don 't come close even in their dreams to the 

freedom and social security which every Israeli takes for 

g ranted . 

But for the potential pool of western olim, additional 

factors go into the definition of "attractive": the economy must 

be decentralized; free competition must provide annual growth 

sufficient to handle the increase of population; parliamentarians 

must be responsible to the district which elects them; the 

government must reform those systems which have led to its 

paralysis; and there must be civil marriage and divorce. 

To make Israel more attractive economically, politically and 

socially should be one of the major objectives of our American 

Jewish community in the next quarter century - and the fact is 

that Israel herself will probably do most of the hard work toward 

that objective. We may only have to help with the cosmetics. 

III . RELIGION 

As a result of the Enlightenment and Emancipation which 
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began two centuries ago, the two millennial grip which Judaism 

held on the Jewish people has lessened . During the 19th century, 

rapid changes especially in the natural sciences, created 

intellectual turmoil, social confusion and an unaccustomed 

permissiveness, as Jews reached out to the cultures and 

opportunities now opening to them. New organizational forms of 

the ancient religion resulted. The modern denominations of 

Reform , orthodox and Conservative, in that order, were born. 

Other turbulent forces included the new scientific research into 

Judaism, the new Zionist movement and the huge waves of 

migrations to America which depleted the Central and Eastern 

European heartland. All these convulsive changes altered 

previous mind-sets and patterns of ritual practice and synagogue 

attendance. In the hectic pursuit of a new, free life, with its 

thrust toward material advancement old habits of religious 

observance suffered . Within two generations, the hold of the 

Jewish religion on a great portion of the Jewish people weakened. 

Then came the 20th century with its two catastrophic World 

Wars and the utterly inconceivable Shoah . This shook the faith 

of many who felt that God today had permitted the slaughter of 

even more millions of human beings than that God had drowned in 

the Biblical flood. The thought began to grow that if mankind 

was evil, so might God also be evil - or dead - or never existent 

in the first place - or not all-powerful. A limited God became a 

most credible modern theological possibility, if one wished to 
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avoid the ultimate rejection called atheism. 

Thus - with weakened observance and diminished belief in 

God's power and presence - modern Jews have diminished their 

relationship to their religion. Synagogue membership remains 

high, for a variety of reasons, but is largely a dues-paying 

membership not a vigorously active one. There is a danger here. 

For religion was always one of the defining factors of our 

existence as a people . And if religion disappears from the daily 

life of Jews, the continuity of the peoplehood may be 

j eopardized. Instead of being allowed to wither and fossilize, 

religion must be revitalized, reinvigorated as a factor and force 

in our communal existence. 

This represents a tremendous challenge. Your generation 

will have to do it. Take part in the governance of the 

rabbinical seminaries: influence the selection of candidates for 

the rabbinate as the Wexner Foundation is doing; help shape the 

curriculum so that the rabbis will better understand the laymen 

and the total communal structure. Take a creative role in 

changing the synagogue, so that it becomes an educational center 

instead of merely a praying and preaching place. This goal is 

not easy to accomplish, but its difficulty should not deter you 

from accepting the challenge. If you do not take part in this 

metamorphosis, I do not know who will . 
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And so we come to the end of this huge agenda regarding 

peoplehood, nationhood and religion which I have placed before 

you. It is so seminal, so determinative of the future of our 

faith and fellowship, so absolutely crucial, that you have the 

right to cry out and ask why I place such a burden upon you. The 

answer is quite simple. You were, are and will always remain a 

specially chosen group of men and women who accepted the proud 

designation of leadership. Such a title connotes obligations. 

You were selected to assume the highest order of duty and service 

and performance on behalf of your people, nation and faith. 

I understand well that there are peaks and troughs in your 

ability to serve, your enthusiasm, your understanding of the 

complex issues at stake. And I understand that as the years roll 

on, there is bound to be some flagging, some lessening of 

tension, some boredom in the ranks even of leaders. But when all 

the challenges coalesce into one defining moment of history which 

is a clear crossroads toward success or failure, then all excuses 

must be put aside, and once again the fire bell clangs and you -

the firepersons - must respond. 

This is such a moment. The future shape of Israel hangs in 

the balance - she either becomes a model of the great and 

glorious society which the Biblical prophets envisioned, or she 

becomes just another small state offering no particular 

inspiration for its own citizens or mankind. The future of 
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millions of Russian Jews is at stake - they either are redeemed 

and successfully absorbed into the body politic of the renewed 

Jewish people, which rescues them personally and strengthens our 

whole people immeasurably, or they will drift back into the 

anonymous mass of the ex-Soviet republics and may be lost 

forever. And the future of our religion is at stake - it either 

assumes its place once again as a source of inspiration toward 

the making of a better world, or it withers away into the discard 

and we Jews will be left without a vision to guide us and an 

engine to drive us. 

Create new instruments to deal with these goals. You will 

need to study the basic problems and determine courses of action: 

1. A task force to create a superior parochial high school 

in your town. 

2. A task force to create creative teen-age and young 

adult programs in your town. 

3. A task force to create an inspiring center for Jewish 

life on the college campus in your town. 

These three youth-oriented programs are part of the bulwark 

against the rampant raging force of intermarriage, which is 

overwhelming us. 
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Also: 

4 . A task force to re-invigorate and re-orient the 

synagogue as a source of adult education, for Jews by 

birth and Jews by conversion, in which area we must 

work much more vigorously. 

5 . A task force on c reating a communal infrastructure for 

ex-Soviet Jews who will remain in the Commonwealth of 

Independent States . 

6 . A task force on strengthening French Jewry, which is 

terra incognita, since we know very little about it, 

and it is the fourth largest member of our family. 

7. Lastly, and most precious of all, a task force on how 

to impact the future of Israel, that precious vessel . 

Challenge your elders, make revolutions, take over the 

authority. So long as these goals I lay before you are 

the worthy causes to which you pledge your lives, your 

honor and your fortune, they transcend all bureaucratic 

obstacles, they validate your impatience, they justify 

any revolution you wish to make in order to advance 

toward their fulfillment . 
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